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Abstract
KINTIC-2 is a two dimensional reactor dynamics program,
which can be used to analyze operational reactor transients
or transients caused by accident situations. In the near
future, it will be mainly used for the calculation of the
predisassembly phase of sodium cooled fast reactor hypothet-
ical accidents. Reactor kinetics may q*ionallybe calculated
with a simple point kinetics model or the adiabatic, normal
or improved quasistatic methode The thermodynamics and ma-
terial motion part, which was adapted from the CAPRI-2
system, uses representative coolant channels in a single
channel model. It treats various phenomena which occur in
intact fuel subassemblies: One phase steady state and tran-
sient heat transfer and coolant pressure distribution, pin
deformation and failure, sodium voiding, slumping, and fuel
coolant interaction. The report gives a short summary of
the underlying physical models and some information on code
organization and geometrical and thermohydraulic represen-
tation of the reactor. The main part consists of input and
output description and sample cases.KINTIC-2 works in the
KAPROS system and is operational since mid-1976.
KINTIC-2 Benutzerhandbuch
Zusammenfassung
KINTIC-2 ist ein zweidimensionales Reaktordynamikprogramm,
das zur Analyse von Reaktorbetriebstransienten oder von
Transienten, die durchStörfallsftuationen hervorgerufen werden,
eingesetzt werden kann. In nächster Zeit wird es im wesent-
lichen zur Berechnung der Einleitungsphase hypotetischer
Störfälle bei Natrium-gekühlten schnellen Reaktoren benutzt
werden. Zur Berechnung der Reaktorkinetik kann wahlweise ein
einfaches Punktkinetikmodell oder die adiabatische, die nor-
male oder die verbesserte quasistatische Methode herangezo-
gen werden. Der Programmteil zur Berechnung der Thermodynamik
und Materialbewegung, der von dem CAPRI-2 System übernommen
wurde, verwendet ein Einkanalmodell mit charakteristischen
Kühlkanälen. Er behandelt verschiedene Phänomene, die in
intakten Brennelementen auftreten: Einphasigen stationären
und transienten Wärmetransport und Druckverteilung, Brenn-
stabdeformation und -versagen, Natriumsieden, Slumping und
Brennstoff-Natrium-Reaktion. Der Bericht enthält eine kurze
Zusammenfassung der benutzten physikalischen Modelle und
einige Informationen zur Codeorganisation und zur geome-
trischen und thermohydraulischen Darstellung des Reaktors.
Der wesentliche Teil besteht aus Ein- und Ausgabebeschrei-
bung sowie Testfällen. KINTIC-2 läuft im KAPROS-System und
ist seit Mitte 1976 verfügbar.
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1. Introduction
With prototype fast breeder reactors being built or in
operation and planning proceeding to big fast reactor units
of typically 1000-2000 MWe power, accident analysis employing
multidimensional neutronics are gaining in importance at
least as a means of checking or adjusting simpler calcula-
\
tional tools. The development of multidimensional dynamics
codes for fast reactors has started long ago. In GfK, the
two-dimensional dynamics code for the predisassernbly phase,
KINTIC-1, was developed and documented in 1972 /4/. This
code, while an important first step and a good basis for
further development, was lacking in a nurnber of respects
and needed improvement. Apart from a big number of minor
alterations, the following important improvements were
realized and incorporated into KINTIC-2 in the meantime:
1. For calculating time dependent neutronics, KINTIC-1 pro-
vided the point kinetics, adiabatic and normal quasi-
static methode The improved quasistatic method was in-
corporated additionally in the new version.
2. The organization of group constants was basically al-
tered. The need for doing so was already anticipated in
/4/ due to the fact that the old concept resulted in
too big a nurnber of data to be shuffled and calculated.
Instead of correlating the basic data with the single
feedback zone as was done in the old code, basic data
are now correlated with so called reactor subzones, e.g.
core zone, radial blanket or absorber. Apart from a dif-
ferent organization and smaller blocks of data, the con-
cept now allows to take into account composition depend-
ent microscopic group constants, and to define the ex-
ternal perturbations in a much more direct way. The new
concept has already been docurnented /1/.
Zum Druck eingereicht arn Nov. 1977
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3. In order to facilitate a coupling with other codes, KINTIC
was broken up into a number of modules with one controlling
module and integrated into the nuclearcode system KAPROS
/2/.
4. The parts concerning thermodynamics, pin deformation,
fuel coolant interaction, sodium boiling, and fuel slump-
ing were taken out of the code system CAPRI-2 /5/, con-
verted into KAPROS modules and coupled to KINTIC. Apart
from the old thermodynamics modules, which have been
kept active as an option, KINTIC is thus equipped with
a more modern thermodynamics and material movement code,
which will constantly be updated with the newest versions
available.
KINTIC thus has become a system of KAPROS modules which
will grow in the future and which will be referred to as
the KINTIC-2 system.
The main purpose of this document is to aquaint a future
user of KINTIC-2 with the basic methods employed and pro-
vide hirn with the material - input description and sampie
cases - for running his own calculations. It is not intended
to compile the methods and formulas used, since this is
beyond the scope of this author, many codes having been adapted
from other authors; a list of the literature available on
e.g•.the new thermodynamics and material movement modules
is provided /6-9/. As far as the original KINTIC-1 system
is concerned, the methods have been documented in /4/;
the concept for treatinggroup constants and the modules
to be used for creating a file of group constants for
KINTIC-2 are published in /1/ and need not be repeated
here.
Thus, after a first chapter treating the physical methods
employed in the KINTIC-2 system in a more qualitative way,
two chapters follow, which are meant to clarify the input:
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The first one concerns the code organization only as far
as a user has to be acquainted with it; the second one
treats the geometrical representation of the reactor.
Chapters on job control language, input, output, and sample
cases close the publication.
2. Physics of the KINTIC-2 system
This chapter gives a short summary of the physics underly-
ing the code KINTIC-2 and the approximations used. For
more detailed information, the reader will be referred
to the li'terature available on the different subjects.
2.1. Nuclear Data
The treatment of nuclear data has been basically altered
for KINTIC-2 and areport containing detailed information
on the new scheme for handling the group constants and on
the creation of a file group constants for KINTIC-2 was
published recently /1/. Here, only the details necessary
for understanding the input for KINTIC-2 will be repeated.
For the treatment of group constants the reactor is subdi-
vided into so-called subzones, which are different with
respect to initial material compositions and/or cOllapsing
spectra. Small differences in initial material composition
or collapsing spectrum need not be taken into account;
the degree of sophistication is determined by the user.
Typically, a few subzones, (10-15) are sufficient. For example,
subzones would be: The different enrichment zones of the
core, upper and lower axial blanket zones taken together, the
inner and the outer radial blanket seperately for treating
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the change of spectra, etc. As is obvious from this exarnple,
subzones need not be geometrically coherent. An illustration
of this example is given in fig.'s 4 and 5.
All nuclear data needed for such a subzone, i.e. group
constants including their dependence on possible changes
of composition and on temperature, and data of delayed
neutrons are compiled in the prograrns for calculation of
group constants for KINTIC-2 to be run ahead of KINTIC and
described in /1/. They are collected on a file, which is
input for KINTIC-2. Apart from this file, the user has to
provide the code with the information as to which geomet-
rical zone belongs to which subzone. For the first steady
state neutronics calculation, each zone has the original
composition of the subzone to which it belongs. Alternately,
slight alterations of the original compositions may be
defined in order to, e.g., take into account steady state
axial sodium density variations. Normally, this option
need not be used, since the density distributions are
automatically adjusted to the thermodynamics results
during the steady state consistency iteration to be des-
cribed belöw.
2.2. Calculations for the stationary reactor
Apart from determining the steady state neutronics and
thermohydraulics, the calculations for the stationary
reactor must achieve the following two objectives:
a. Zero initial reactivity.
b. Consistency of temperature field, densities and volume
fractions, and group constants.
In the case of a calculation without feedback,
objective is omitted.
the second
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The first objective may be reached in a number of ways.
There are options for criticality search provided by
KINTIC-2 as weIl as the diffusion module OIXY /13/. In the
case of calculations with the new thermodynamics modules,
some restrictions are placed on the use of these options,
which are specified in the input description. Whether or not
criticality search is used, the remaining nonzero reactivity
is eliminated by dividing all group constants containing v,
the number of neutrons per fission, by keff. By this opera-
tion,f1ctitious transients arising from nonzero stationary
reactivity are avoided.
The second objective is reached by iterating the neutron
field and the temperature/material density field until
consistency is achieved. This is done automatically by
the program. With the old thermodynamics, two iterations
are sufficient to re~ consistency, whereas for the CAPRI-2
thermodynamics four iterations are used.
Apart from these calculations, the steady state part of
KINTIC-2 (see fig.1) comprises the determination of the
steady state adjoint and, in preparation for the instation-
ary calculations, an estimate of the initial reactivity
ramp as given by the external perturbation (see 2.6).
2.3. Neutron kinetics
The instationary neutronicscalculations may be performed
with a number of approximate methods. These are
a. the normal or improved quasistatic method;
b. the adiabatic method;
c. a primitive point kinetics method which does not use
reactivity coefficients provided by input but only first
order perturbation theory with normal and adjoint flux
pertaining to steady state conditions.
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A detailed derivation of the quasistatic method was given
in /4/ and may be found elsewhere in literature /10/.
Here only the main formulas will be listed.
The time dependent equations for neutron flux and precursor
densities are written as
S~ + xPMP~ + l x~ Ai Ci
i
( 1 )
(t=time, v=neutron velocity, ~=neutron flux, S=operator
for removal, diffusion, and scattering, xP=prompt neutron
spectrum, MP=prompt fission yield, xf=delayed neutron spec-
trum of precursor i, Ai=decay constant of precursor i,
Ci = concentration of precursor i)
(2)
(Mf=precursor fission yield of precursor i),and theequation
for the steady state adjoint
(3)
The time dependent flux is seperated into a strongly time
dependent amplitude A and a weakly time dependent shape
function ljJ
(4)
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with the additional constraint
d < ljJ+, IljJ >:= 0dt v
« , > signifying multiplication and integration over all
space and energy).
By inserting (4) into (1) and (2), multiplying (1) by
ljJ+, (3) by ljJ, and (2) by ljJ+xf, integrating and suitably
subtracting the results, the usual point kinetics equations
are derived:
(5)
. tl lA := 1 A + Ai Ci
i
(6 )
• ß.
C. := .2:.A - Ai Ci~ 1
The coefficients are given by
Ci
1
< ljJ+, d Ci>:= I Xi
I := < ljJ+, IljJ >
v
ßi 1 < ljJ+, d d ljJ > (7)T := Xi MiI
ß r
ßi
I := Ti
P := 1 [< ljJ+, SljJ > - < ljJ, S+ljJ+ > + < '\jJ+, llMljJ >J1" I 0
x'J?(MP-MP ) + r d (Mf dllM := Xi Mi,o)0 i
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Up to this point, the three different methods provided
by KINTIC are equal. The difference arises from the as-
sumptions made concerning the shape function W. For point
kinetics, W is assumed to be the steady state neutron dis-
tribution:
Point kinetics: w = Wo (8)
In the adiabatic method, all time derivatives in (1) and
(2) are neglected, resulting in an equation for W which
differs from the steady state equation only in that the
group constants contained in the operators Sand Mare
time dependent. An eigenvalue has to be introduced to
guarantee a nonzero solution.
1 P P t d dAdiabatic method: 0 = Sw + k (X M + ~ XiMi)W
1.
For the quasistatic method, (4) is inserted in (1), and
by suitably rearranging, the following equation results:
.
Quasistatic method: ~ i* = (S - ~ ~)w + XPMP~ +
1 t i+ A L. Xd A. C.i 1. 1.
Time derivatives and precursors are explicitely accounted
for by this methode The two variants of the method differ
in the way the left hand side of (10) is handled:
Normal quasistatic method: ~ it = 0
Improved quasistatic method: -v1 ~t = o/(t) - p(t-~t)
01:. v·~t
(9)
(10)
( 11)
(12 )
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Since an external source is not included in (1), initially
subcritical assernblies cannot be described in KINTIC.
Inclusion of this option would present no principal diffi-
culty but is not planned in the foreseeable future.
2.4. Thermodynamics and material movements initiated by
the transient
A calculation with KINTIC may be run without any thermo-
dynamics and feedbackmechanisms, in which case the tran-
sient is governed solely by the external perturbation.
The normal case is,of course, a calculation including
thermodynamics and feedback effects.
An older version of a thermodynamics module has been used
in KINTIC-1 and was described in /4/. This module has been
kept in KINTIC-2 as an additional option, but does not have
much significance except for testing purposes. It may
treat steady state and transient heat conduction in fuel
and cladding and heat transfer to the coolant and structure
material. A big number of effects isnot included, among
them time dependent variation of coolant velocities and
phase transitions. Thus no treatment of flow coast-down
and of all material movements initiated by a transient
(boiling, slumping, FCI) is possible. Simulation of mat-
erial movements is possible by treating them as external
perturbations, but in this case the changes of thermody-
namics conditions, e.g. reduced heat transfer to coolant
due to boiling, are not accounted fore
In 1975/76 KINTIC-2 was coupled to the thermodynamics mo-
dules contained in CAPRI-2 /5/. The resulting code system
is now able to treat the following effects occuring in a
transient: Steady state and transient heat conduction and
heat transfer; steady state and transient pressure distrib-
ution along the coolant channel including flow coast-down;
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fuel pin deformation and cladding failure; fuel coolant
interaction; sodium boiling; cladding and fuel relocation
(slumping). This system of modules may be augmented by
newer modules, especially by a module for cladding move-
ment and relocation for the time before onset of fuel
slumping.
In all modules a single channel model is used with up to
30 channels on different radial positions representing
the original three dimensional configuration. It is left
to the user to decide, which subassemblies are sufficiently
similar with respect to position, burnup, power production
and power/coolantflow ratio to be represented by one
channel. One coolant channel contains fuel pellet, cladding,
and a proportional share of coolant and structure material.
Axial distributions are represented by axially subdividing
the channel including fission gas plenum and mixing cham-
ber into up to 30 zones.
In the steady state and transient one phase thermohydraulics
modules, heat conduction is radial in fuel pellet and
cladding, whereas heat conduction in the coolant and axial
heat conduction in fuel and cladding are neglected. A
central hole in the pellet and a gap between pellet and
cladding are accounted fore Heat is removed from the cool-
ant channel by the axial motion of the coolant; this
isgoverned by the pressure drop between coolant inlet
and outlet, which may be time dependent. In addition to
the temperature fields, time dependent densities, volume
fractions, and axial expansions are calculated for
further use in the feedback routines. In part these
numbers are derived from the results produced by the
modules described hereafter.
Pin deformation and failureare calculated using the
BREDA model /9/, which includes burnupeffects. This model
.takes.'into account steady state swelling, production and
partial release of fission gas, and radial porosity distrib-
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ution with fuel restructuring1 transient fission gas
release,fuel swelling, and changing material properties
of the cladding. For the calculation, the pin is axially
subdivided into mechanically uncoupled cylinder segments,
and a model based on an axisymmetric quasistatic plane
strain approximation is used. The results of BREDA, i.e.
dimensions of the central hole, width of gap between fuel
and cladding, radial and axial expansion, fuel melt frac-
tion and plastic deformation of cladding are feedback
to the other modules for use in the calculation of the
temperature fields, feedback and the initiation of fuel-
coolant interaction or slumping.
Fuel coolant interaction is initiated, when the fraction
of molten fuel and either the mean cladding temperature
or the plastic deformation of the cladding exceed user
specified limits in a specified number ofaxial nodes.
The interaction is calculated with a model similar to the
Cho-Wright model /11/, but with a more refined treatment
of heat transfer from fuel to sodium in the two phase
region following the model of Caldarola /6/. Only a
specified fraction of the molten fuel in the cavity at
time of failure participates in the reaction. Fuel ejection,
fission-heating, chilling, axial motion, and condensation
are neglected.
Sodium voiding is calculated wi th BLOW 3 /7/, a code using
a multiple bubble slug ejection model whichhas been checked
by experiments. Boiling is initiated when the maximum
coolant temperature exceeds the sodium boiling temperature
plus a user specified, channel dependent superheat. Space
dependent vapour pressure inside the bubble and evaporation
and condensation of a liquid sodium film including sub-
assembly wall effects are taken into account.
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Similar to the initiation of fuel eoolant interaetion,
slumping is initiated when the fraetionof molten fuel
and either the mean eladding temperature or the plastie
deformation of the eladding exeeed user speeified limits
in a speeified nurnber ofaxial nodes. At present, a
simple three zone model is employed for the deseription
of material movement /8/. The middle fuel segment, for
whieh the slurnping eriteria are fulfilled, moves into
the free spaee between the lower pins, and at the same
time the upper pin segments loose their support and fall
down. Movement of the slurnping segment is deseribed as
viseous flow, whereas the fall of the upper segments
is governed by gravitation, frietion, and the pressure
gradient. Fuel and eladding material are assumed to
move eoherently. In the future, it is planned to integrate
a seperate module deseribing eladding motion and solidi-
fieation.
It is possible, with the modules deseribed in this seetion,
to ealeulate the thermodynamies and material motion in
the predisassernbly phase of a eore disruptive aeeident
in a eonservative manner. Other modules might be added.
It must be stressed that, in partieular, the eonfiguration
oeeuring in the so-ealled transition phase eannot be
modeled, sinee KINTIC-2 assurnes that all fuel subassemblies
are intaet. In addition, an automatie switeh-over to dis-
assernbly is not realized at the moment. Possibly, the
future development on the KINTIC-2 system will inelude
an integration of the eorresponding modules.
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2.5. Feedback
Feedback effects are, of course, accounted for in
KINTIC-2 only if the thermodynamics modules are used. The
following feedback effects are treated:
a. Temperature dependent changes of group constants, i.e.
Doppler effect. Only the fuel capture and fission
group constants are changed. For more details, see /1/.
b. Temperature dependent changes of density and volume
fractions of fuel, cladding, coolant, and structure
material. Changes of microscopic group constants due
to changes in composition can optionally be accounted
for /1/.
c. For the old thermodynamics models, opt1o~~11y axial
and radial coreexpansioni for the new thermodynamics,
optionally axial core expansion.
d. For the new thermodynamic models, gross material move-
ments resulting from voiding, slumping, or fuel coolant
interaction. Again, changes of microscopic group con-
stants due to changes in compositionmay be accounted
fore Smeared densities are used for simulating material-
movements affecting only part of a zone.
2.6. External perturbation
The description of the external perturbation has been
changed basically together with the conceptfor the group
constants. Instead of using rather abstract differences
of compositions for the definition of the external pertur-
bation, the user may now describe the perturbation in a
more direct way. The external perturbation may originate
either in the thermodynamics or in the neutronics part
of the program. The following perturbations may be simula-
ted:
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a. Origin therrnodynamics. The loss of flow situation
may be simulated by simply submitting the coefficients
of a function describing the time dependent decrease
of pressure (see K7 of block THEIN). If this kind of
perturbation is not present, the coefficients must
be zero. The simulation is not possible with the old
thermodynamics modules.
b. Origin neutronics. Material movement may be simulated
for a nu~ber of different cases. This is possible in
conjunction with the old ornew thermodynamics modules
or without any thermodynamics. Any movement of this
kind may start and stopat any time. Transient over-
power accidents may be simulated by some sort of ma-
terial, e.g. control rod movement, or by feeding in
an external rampe
As in the case of feedback, gross material movement
in part of a zone is simulated with smeared densities.
Since this is only an approximation, zones affected
by material movement should be kept sufficiently
small to avoid large errors.
It is possible to simulate the following kinds of
movement:
bO.A dummy perturbation is provided with no material
movement taking place. Since new shape functions are
calculated at the beginning and end of each time
interval defining an external perturbation, the dummy
perturbation may be used to enforce shape function
calculation at a certain time.
b1.Replacing one composition by another. This kind of
perturbation may be used to simulated control rod
movement.
b2.Replacing one macro material(i.e. fuel, coolant,
cladding etc.) by another or by vacuum. With this
kind of perturbation, voiding or fuel-coolant-inter-
action without fuel movement may be simulated.
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b3. Moving a macro material from one zone into another.
This kind of perturbation can be used to simulate
slumping or fuel movement.
An important limitation to the simulation of external
perturbations is that no thermodynamics data of a zone
are changed as a result of an external perturbation
affecting that zone. This should be kept in mind when
defining external perturbations for zones pertaining
to the thermodynamics geometry, if the old thermodynamics
modules are used. For the new thermodynamics modules use
of perturbation types b1-b3 in thermodynamics zones is
forbidden.
2.7. Time step automatization and iterative procedure
The processes described by KINTIC have widely varying
time scales with, on the one hand, the extremely fast
development of the neutron population, which is charac-
terized by the fast neutron lifetime of a few 10-7 seconds.
On the other side of the spectrum the changes of the
shape function or, for the loss of flow case, the changes
of material temperatures at the beginning of the transient
have time scales of the order of seconds. Even the thermo-
dynamics processes alone exhibit widely varying time scales,
with sudden changes occuring at the onset of boiling or
fuel coo,lant interaction. Since the task of managing the
time scales is by far too demanding for the user, regu-
lation of the interaction of the different time scales
and the choice of adequate step lengths is largely
taken over by KINTIC and the CAPRI-2 modules. A few
parameters are left to the user for regulating the
accuracy.
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The different interaeting time seales belong to the
following proeesses:
a. Development of prompt neutron population
b. Thermodynamies: Alterations of temperatures, motion
of one and two phase eoolant, other material motions
initiated by the transient
e. Shape funetion alterations
d. External perturbation
Apart from the external perturbation, whieh is predeter-
mined, all processes may reguire an interative treatment.
In the following, the way this is realized is deseribed
using the above elassifieation (see also fig.2 and 3):
a. Caleulation of the prompt neutron population, i.e.
the amplitude A from eg. (4), is effeeted in so ealled
miere steps, employing the point kineties eoeffieients
given by eq. (7) and an estimate on their time dependenee.
The ealeulation is started with a step length of 10-6see,
and normally the step length is doubled after eaeh step
until either a maximum step length (2 e 10-2see) is
reaehed or astability eriterion is fulfilled. If the
amplitude starts to rise more rapidly, the step length
is automatieally redueed by 1/2; the lower limit for
the step length is 10-7see. Upper and lower limits for
the stability eriterion are user determined, with reeom-
mandations as to their"values ineluded in the input
deseription.
A number of miero steps is joined together to form one
normal step. After eaeh miere step, a number of eriteria
are eheeked to determine whether the end of anormal
step has been reaehed. These are:
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a1. Reactivity criterion: If Pi is the reactivity at
the start and Pf that at the end of the amplitude
calculation, and
P = Max (Pi' Pf) dp = 1Pi - Pfl ,
the amplitude calculation is stopped if:
dp > .5 $ and p < .8 $ or
dp > .2 $ and .8 < p < .95 $ or
-
dp > • 1 $ and .95 < p
-
a2. Time criterion. A prescribed normal interval may be
used, the prescription resulting from thermodynamics
or convergence considerations (see below). In addi-
tion, if the amplitude has changed by more than 10%,
the amplitude calculation is stopped when the inter-
val length exceeds 106*1, 1 being the prompt neutron
lifetime.
a3. Minimax criterion: The normal interval ends when the
amplitude reaches a minimum or maximum. This criterium
is not checked as long as the change in amplitude
stays below 10%.
a4. Amplitude criterion: The change in amplitude must
not exceed a factor of 10.
a5. Slope criterion. The time derivation of the amplitude
must not change by more than a factor of 2. This
criterion is employed only if the amplitude has
changed by more than a factor of 3.
Any of the above criteria, if fulfilled, may define the
end of anormal step.
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b. KINTIC then proceeds with the thermodynamics cal-
culations for the normal interval just determined.
The processes occuring in the thermodynamics part
of the program, especially those described by the
CAPRI-2 thermodynamics, mostly require their own
time scales. These are internally determined and
adjusted to the prescribed normal interval.
Since the calculational procedures of the CAPRI-2
thermodynamics could become too much strained by
using unreasonably big normal intervals, KINTIC-2
uses an estimate for a reasonable maximum length
of the normal interval in case a calculation with
the CAPRI-2 thermodynamics modules is done. This
maximum length is fed into the amplitude calcula-
tion via criterion a2. The following considerations
determine the interval length:
b1. The maximum change of radially averaged fuel tempera-
tures at any point in the reactor should be less
than 3SoK. For the old thermodynamics modules a
similar criterium stating that the maximum change
of (not overaged) fuel temperature should not ex-
ceed SOoK is employed.
b2. The onset of any type of material motion should be
determined very accurately. It is especially im-
portant that the onset of voiding is determined
very well, i.e. that the specified superheat is
not much exceeded.
b3. In some cases, small normal steps are required after
the onset of material motion. After the onset of
voiding, a maximum step length of 10 msec is speci-
fied for a superheat of more than 100 K and S msec
for smaller superheat. The first interval after
the onset of fuel coolant interaction has a maximum
length of S msec.
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The results of the therrnodynamies ealeulation determine
the reaetivity at the end of the normal interval. This
is eompared to the estimate used for the ealeulation of
the time dependent amplitude, and the same is done for
the neutron lifetime and the effeetive fraetions of
delayed neutrons. If the values disagree, an iteration
of the normal interval is warranted. Here, the user may
speeify how mueh of an error he is willing to tolerate
at the end of anormal interval.
The normal interval rnay in addition be shortened and
a reealeulation enforeed in ease the eonvergenee of
the iteration turns out to be weak in spite of the nu-
merieal aeeeleration proeedures already built into KINTIC.
e. After eaeh normal step has been fully iterated, the
zone dependent eontributions to reaetivity, neutron
lifetime, and effeetive delayed neutron fraetion are
eheeked for large loeal alterations sinee the last
shape funetion ealeulation. Bigger differenees are
taken as a sign that a shape funetion reealeulation
is neeessary. The user may influenee the frequeney
of reealeulations by defining the limits on the zone
dependent alterations. The sum of the normal steps
between two shape funetion reealeulations forms one
maero interval (see fig.3). Apart from the eriterion
just deseribed, the start or end of an external per-
turbation interval or the start of a material movement
initiated in the thermodynamies modules always entails
a shape function reealeulation.
In KINTIC-2, as opposed to KINTIC-1, a linear shape
function extrapolation employing the last two shape
funetions is automatically used whenever reasonable,
i.e. as long as no new material movement is initiated.
The user defined limits on the alterations of zone
dependent eontributions to the point kineties eoef-
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ficients are employed only if this extrapolation is
not used, i.e. for the first macro interval and for
all intervals, which start with the onset of some
kind of material movement, including movernentsdefined
via the external perturbation. Otherwise, the limits
are doubled, taking into account the much better
shape fuhction resulting from the extrapolation.
With the new shape function determined at the end of the
macro interval,point kinetics coefficients as given by
eq.(?) may differ from the ones calculated with the old
(extrapolated) shape function. As in the case of the
normal step, the user may specify, how much of a difference
he is willing to tolerate. In case the difference exceeds
this value, the whole macro interval is recalculated. This
is the "outer" iteration employed by KINTIC as opposed
to the "inner" iteration concerning the normal step,
which has been described above. The number of inner
iterations normally varies between 1 and 12 with, most
often, 2-5 inner iterations. The number of outer iterations
is 1 (i.e. no iteration) or, at most, 2 (i.e. one recal-
culation), with 1 occuring for cases with no or weak feed-
back and no or insignificant material motions.
At the end of this paragraph, a list will be given of
the parameters available to the user for checking program
speed and accuracy:
a1. Limits for accuracy check in calculation of flux
amplitude (EPS1 and EPS2 in block KINPUT). Recommen-
dations as to their values are given in the input
list, based on the results of very stringent accuracy
tests. Larger values are feasible but will not result
in appreciable time savings , since the point kinetics
module is the least time consuming module of all.
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b1. Maximum error of reacticity, neutron lifetime and
effective delayed neutron fraction at end of normal
interval ~EPS4 in block KINPUT) • The number of inner
iterations and the accuracy of temperatures and feed-
back material motions are determined by this limit.
c1. Limits for alterations of zone dependent contributions
to point kinetics coefficients (EPS5 in block KINPUT).
These limits determine the frequency of shape func-
tion recalculations. Recommendations as to their
values are included in the input description.
c2. Maximum error of reactivity at end macro interval
(EPS3 in block KINPUT). This number decides whether
the macro interval is to be recalculated.
c3. Maximum number of shape function recalculations for
one macro interval (NIT in block KINPUT). Normally,
NIT=O,in which case the macro interval is recalculated
if necessary, but the new shape function is calculated
only once.
3. Organization of the code system KINTIC-2
It is not the purpose of this description to give a do-
cumentation of the internal structure of KINTIC-2 and
related programs. Rather, only that part of such infor-
mation will be presented which is necessary for the user
to understand the working of the code and the options
provided.
3.1. Modules and data organization
Since KINTIC-2 is controlled by the KAPROS system, program
and data organization are tallored according to the options
provided by KAPROS. Thus, the system KINTIC consists of a
number of modules, which communicate via data blocks. The
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controlling module is called KINTIC, which mainly organizes
the data and controls the flow of calculations. At the
moment, the following modules are part of the system:
a. Input testing
KINPRM test of input for neutronics, new and old
thermohydraulics
b. Core of KINTIC-2 system
KINTIC controlling module, data organization and
minor calculational tasks
AIREKI solution of point kinetics equations
EVA two dimensional evaluation module for
INfliR
KEFFIT
QSUM
calculating integral parameters, space
dependent precursor concentrations, power
distribution and source distribution of
delayed neutrons.
processing of neutronics input
stationary consistency iteration and
criticality search
calculation of group constants
c. Old thermodynamics
INSTEM instationary one phase thermodynamics
STATEM stationary thermodynamics
d. Coupling
BLfliTH
'l'HINIT
e. CAPRI-2
BREDA
CLADM
FCIKU
FSLUM
ITCB
ITC1
STATO
of neutronics and new thermodynamics
initialization of thermodynamics data
before start of instationary calculation
processing of thermodynamics input
thermohydraulics and material motion
pin deformation and failure
dummy module
fuel coolant interaction
slumping of fuel and cladding
sodium' voiding
one phase instationary thermohydraulics
stationary thermohydraulics
STAT1
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controlling module for instationary
thermodynamics and material motion
f. DIXY system /13/ for diffusion calculations
DIXIN processing of input for DIXY
DXDIFF calculation of shape function
g. Auxiliary
INDES output of input description
The number of data blocks is at the moment up to 44,
depending on the case to be calculated and excluding the
up to 7 input blocks, which are the only ones to be pro-
vided by the user. 14 of the 44 data blocks are manifold
with 2, 3, or 4 versions depending on the type of block.
Another 3 data blocks exist in as many vers ions as there
are thermodynamics channels in the case to be calculated
(only for the CAPRI-2 thermodynamics being used), i.e.
up to 30.
If, during a calculation in the KAPROS system, control
is transfered from one module to another, this entails
shuffling the old module out of the fast memory and re-
loading the new module. In the KINTIC-2 system, trans-
fer of control takes place extremely often, typically
200-400 times per macro interval. Shuffling the modules
in and out of the fast memory at every change of control
causes a lot of data transfer overhead. Therefore, KINTIC-2
offers the option to keep the modules which are used most
often in the fast memory during the whole calculation.
This is achieved by putting KAPRST=1 in the block KINPUTi
internally, use is made of the KAPROS utilities KSLORD
and KSLADY. If KAPRST=1, K+NTIC-2 needs a bigger memory
than if KAPRST=O, in which case modules are shuffled in
and out of the fast memory in the normal way. Thus,
KAPRST=1 should be used for production runs, whereas
KAPRST=O for small test runs. Approximate additional
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fast memory requirements for KAPRST=1 as compared to
KAPRST=O are 100 K for the old thermodynamics or nofeed-
back, 550 K for the new thermodynamics.
Dynamic dimensioning is used in all of the KINTIC-2
system except the CAPRI-2 thermodynamics modules. There-
fore, no upper limits or fairly high ones (group number
~ 26) are given for a number of variables. The dimensions
of a case to be calculated are always limited by the fast
memory available, which is tested for sufficiency at the
start of a calculation.
3.2. MAPLIB messages
In the CAPRI-2 thermodynamics modules extensive use is
made of the MAPLIB library /3/ containing material prop-
erties in the form of FORTRAN functions. Even for a
normal case, these functions produce a number of messages
and warnings which tend to inflate the printed output.
Therefore, MAPLIB messages may be printed on a seperate
dataset by putting KAPRMLf6 in the input block THEIN.
If in the DD card of the dataset KAPRML a dummy is de-
fined, the MAPLIB messages are suppressed.
3.3. The restart option
For even a medium case CPU times are too long for
terminating a calculation in one run. Therefore, a
restart option is provided. No use.is made of
the KAPROS restart option since this would entail putting
the restart blocks into the so-called KAPROS restart life-
line, in which the old blocks are automatically deleted
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after seven days. Since the number of restart blocks is
big in the case of the KINTIC-2 system, it can be fore-
seen that KINTIC alone would quickly fill up the restart
lifeline, or would not get enough space there.
The KINTIC system therefore uses arestart data set onto
which all blocks necessary for the restart of a calcula-
tion are copied. The restart routine does the reading or
writing even for blocks which may not be defined in a
special calculation; in this case warnings are printed
which normally may be ignored. They are only helpful in
case arestart fails. Internally, the restart data set
is updated every time a potential checkpoint 1s encountered
during the flow of calculations, and a message is printed.
In the case of an abnorm~l job end, the job can be restarted
from the last of these internal checkpoints. If the re-
maining CPU-time for writing the restart file may be
too small, KINTIC-2 tries to produce arestart file on
unit 24 in order to avoid destroying the existing restart
file. If a DD-card for unit 24 has been submitted by the
user and the CPU-time is sufficient, this file may be
used for arestart; otherwise, the normal restart file
is to be used, which, ~f course contains the data of the
last but one checkpoint.
3.4. The evaluation files
For a convenient evaluation of the results of a calcula-
tion, KINTIC-2 produces up to 5 files containing time
dependent results. Production is optimal and may be
stopped, continued, or newly started after acheckpoint.
If at least one of these files is produced, KINTIC-2
needs an additional intermediate file, the number of
which is defined in the initial input; this number is,
in case a job produces no evaluation files, automati-
cally put equal to zero, thus requiring no DD-card for
the intermediate file in this case. If evaluation files
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are to be written by arestart job, the foregoing job
of which did not produce evaluation files, the ds-num-
ber of the intermediate file is assumed to be 23, and
thus a DD-card for this file is to be provided in this
special case.
4. Geometrical representation of the reactor
4.1. Introduction
The geometrical description of the reactor especially for
cases employing the new thermodynamics has become much
more complicated than the one used in KINTIC-1. In the
old code, the zones employed for calculation of neutronics,
feedback and thermodynamics are basically the same with
the only peculiarity that a difference is made between
feedback and non-feedback zones, the latter comprising
e.g. reflectors or absorbers. Two factors mainly com-
plicated this simple picture:
a. The new scheme for treating group constants described
in /1/. This concept had to be adapted since the scheme
used in KINTIC-1 - one set of group constants per
feedback-zone containing all information on temperature
and composition dependence - proved too cumbersome
for large cases. In the new scheme, the reactor is
divided up into subzones for the calculation of group
constants, each subzone encompassing several feedback
or non-feedback zones as a rule. Microscopic group
constants are constant in each subzone, but may de-
pend on temperature and composition; thus the infor-
mation on temperature and composition dependence is
to be stored once for every subzone. The actual macro-
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scopicgroup constants for each feedback zone are cal-
culated from this information using the actual tempera-
tures and compositions and thus result in one set of
group constants per feedback zone, to be used for the
actual calculations.
b. The new thermodynamics modules allow a treatment of
up to 30 representative coolant channels with up to
20 axial zones in the core and blanket region and
additional axial zones above and below. If all zones
were used for treating the feedback, this would re-
sult in up to 900 zones, and even if only the zones
containing fuel were used, up to 600 feedback zones
would result. From a neutronics point of view, the
zones outside the blanket need not be correlated with
the thermodynamies zones. In addition, the axial and
radial representation of feedback often need not be
as accurate as the thermodynamicsi e.g. adjacent
radial channels differing only in burnup may be
collapsed for the feedback representation. This is
necessary since the block of macroscopic group con-
stants for 600 zones is unmanageably big. The number
of feedback and non-feedback zones has therefore
been restricted to 200i feedback zones may be col-
lapsed axially, radially and azimuthally from the
thermodynamics zones.
One therefore has four geometrical representations of
the original reactor configuration:
a. The subzone representation concerning the macroscopic
group constantsi
b. the thermodynamics representation;
c. the feedback representation including non-feedback
zones;
d. the neutronics mesh.
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Of course, these meshes are correlated. In the following
sections, each of the meshes will be discussed together
with the rules linking it to the other meshes. A special
section is devoted to the representation of control rods.
In any case, the user is strongly advised to make a
sketch of the geometry for even a simple problem, con-
taining all information on the different meshes. This
greatly helps with the production of the input even in
the case, in which the old thermodynamics and therefore
the simpler mesh is used.
4.2. Geometry for group constants
The contents of this section is arepetition from /1/
but will be given here for completion of the geometrical
picture.
Since a discussion of geometrical representations remains
too abstract without pictures, a configuration typical
for a small fast reactor is used for demonstration.
Fig.4 shows this reactor containing core and blanket
zones, absorber, follower, reflector and coolant and
fission gas plenum. The figures used in this and the
following three sections for describing the different
meshes always pertain to the basic geometry shown in
fig.4.
Fig.5 shows the subzone configuration of the reactor.
10 subzones are used for describing the different micro-
scopicgroup constants taking into account differences in
steady state material composition and in collapsing
spectrum. The latter criterium is applied but once, in
the radial blanket, which is subdivided into an inner
and an outer zone with a harder and a softer collapsing
spectrum.
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It should be noted in fig.5 that the core has been short-
ened axially - the original core-height is given by the
dashed lines. This anticipates the neutronics represen-
tation which needs only areflector thickness of a few
neutron mean free paths for accurately representing the
flux at the outer blanket boundaries. Thus, excessive
axial height needed for the thermodynamics representa-
tion may be trimmed away for the neutronics.
There are no restrietions imposed on the choice of
subzones apart from the fact, that they must reflect
the material compositions. On the other hand, the choice
of the other meshes is influenced by the subzone division
through rules to be defined in the following sections.
The user should therefore always keep in mirid the necessities
arising from the thermodynamics and feedback represen-
tation even at the stage where only the group constants
are to be determined. This is particularly true if an
artificial boundary like the one between subzones 4 and
5 is introduced, since such a boundary later influences
the possible thermodynamics representations.
4.3. Geometry for thermodynamies
Fig.6 shows the geometrie representation of the reactor
for thermodynamics. Here, the full axial height of the
core is used, but radially, the absorber and reflector
regions are not included. 7 radial channels with 14 axial
zones are used; 9 axial zones comprise the core and
blanket region.
T~e following rules have to be obeyed for the thermo-
dynamies mesh:
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a.ln the core and blanket region, axial and radial
boundaries from the sub zone configuration are to be
included as boundaries of thermodynamics zones. The
axial mesh outside the core and blanket region need
not be correlated.
b. The same axial mesh is to be used for all channels.
c. A radial segment may contain more than one thermo-
dynamics channel, e.g. two with different burnup.
It is not possible to define thermodynamics channels
pertaining to more than one radial segment.
4.4. Geometry for feedback
This geometry is shown in fig.7. Only the core and
blanket zones are correlated with the thermodynamics
zones, including a small axial zone above the upper
blanket into which the fuel elements expand. Radially,
channels 1 and 2, and axially three zones in the middle
of the core region are collapsed. This picture illus-
trates the rules for forming the feedback mesh, which
are as follows:
a. Only the core and blanket zones are correlated with
the thermodynamics mesh. Ifaxial expansion is to
be treated, an additional axial zone is to be added
above the uppermost thermodynamics blanket zone
for each channel. The height of this zone is arbi-
trary, but should be of the order of magnitude of
the expected maximum expansion. Ifaxial expansion
is suppressed, no expansion zone needs to be defined.
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b. Radial and axial boundaries of the feedback mesh
must coincide with boundaries of the thermodynamics
mesh and must include the subzone boundaries. The
axial mesh must be the same for all feedback channels.
c. Non-feedback zones are uncorrelated with the thermo-
dynamics mesh.
Fig.7 already contains the zone and composition numbers
from the neutronics input. The composition numbers (in
parantheses in fig.7) may be arbitrarily chosen; in fig.7,
the first 6 compositions are core zone 1 compositions
pertaining to subzone 1, the next 6 those of core zone 2
pertaining to subzone 2 etc. The zone numbers, which
are given by the order of the cards defining the zones
in the input for DIXY, again obey certain rules:
a. First, all feedback zones are to be listed. At the
end of the zone input, the non-feedback zones follow
in arbitrary oder.
b. All zones pertaining to one feedback channel are to
be listed consecutively in the direction of coolant
flow. The order of feedback channels is given by
the order of zones in the DIXY input.
4.5. Geometry for neutronics
Part of this geometry has already been mentioned at the
end of the last section. The feedback and non-feedback
zones together form the zone mesh for the neutronics
calculations. This mesh is repeated in fig.8 and supple-
mented by dashed lines, which together with the zone
boundaries form the grid for the flux shape calculation.
Again, certain rules are to be obeyed for the neutronics
mesh:
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a. At least one point per zone must not be situated on
a zone boundary.
b. Thermodynamics radial channels and axial zone boun-
daries are to be repeated in the neutronics mesh.
In the example, this rule concerns the position of
column 2 and lines 13 and 14.
Otherwise, the neutronics mesh is only governed by the
rulesprescribed by DIXY, i.e. number ofaxial and radial
points must be a multiple of 4 and 2, resp.
4.6. Representation of control rods
There are two ways of representing control rods, which
are treated as non feedback zones in KINTIC. The first
one has been implicitely depicted in the example al-
ready, with a control rod zone inserted between the
thermodynamics zones.
A second pressibility consists in mixing the control
rod/follower zones with a feedback channel. In this case,
no extra radial segment is defined for the control rod.
Instead, the user has to specify, that a certain amount
of control rod or follower material is to be mixed with
the zones pertaining to one feedback channel. For example
if the control rod/fuel element ratio is 1/5, 1/6 has
to be specified in the input. Internally, the formalism
for a time dependent replacement of one material by
another is used for this kind of simulation, and the cor-
related input therefore turns up among the input defining
the external p'erturbation. It is not possible at the
moment, to simulate control rod movement for control
rods represented in this second way.
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5. Job control language
The following job control language cards are to be
provided for a KINTIC-job:
// Jobcard
/*F~RMAT PR,DDNAME=FT42F001
// EXEC KSG
Ü/K.FT44F001 DD SPACE=(3064,msl)]
IJ/K.FTyyF001 DD DUMMY]
IJ/K.FFxxF001 DD ••••• ]
.......................
IJ/K.FT23F001 DD ••••• ]
IJIK.FT24F001 DD ••••• ]
IJ/K.FT25FOO1 DD ••••• ]
//K.SYSIN DD *
Kintic input blocks see following chapter
*G~ SM=KINTIC
/*
//
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
Cornrnents:
(a) Region and time parameters are very much a function
of the case to be calculated. The minimum region
(small test cases with KAPRST=O) is currently about
320 K for the old thermodynarnics, 460 K for the new
thermodynamics. A user lacking experience may start
his case with a 480 K region and then adjust the
region using the messages printed at the beginning
of the job. Times are 1-5 minutes for small test
cases and several hours for production runs; check
points should be used in the latter case.
(b) Not to be provided for small test cases only. For
cases using the new thermodynamics, msl may be up
to 3000.
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(c) To be provided for the new thermodynamicsonly, if
yy = KAPRMLf6 (see block THEIN). This is the DD-
card for the MAPLIB-dataset ~hapter 3.2). If MAPLIB-
messages are to be printed seperately, DUMMY is to
be replaced by the specifications for a dataset
and a corresponding FORMAT-card is to be inserted.
(d) DD-cards to be provided for the up to 5 evaluation
datasets (KTP~UT of block INPUT and ICLCMP, NFCIPL,
IV~ID, NSPLT of block THEIN), the intermediate
evaluation file KPLI of block KINPUT, the restart
file NBCHI from block KINPUT which contains the
data of the foregoing job, and the new restart file
NBCH from block KINPUT to be provided by the current
job.
(e) DD-card for intermediate evaluation file for restart
case with the foregoing job having no evaluation
files.
(f) Backup checkpoint file (see chapter 3)
(g) DD-card for dataset containing the group constants.
To be provided only for the start of a run.
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6. Input
The card input to the code system consists of up to 7 input
blocks, which are listed below together with the conditions,
under which they are to be provided:
Name of block
KINPUT
INSTIT
FEEDBC
THEIN
DX LDIM
DXDIF
DXBUCK
to be provided for:
always
start of calculation with use of
KINTIC-critically search options
start of calculation
start of calculation with CAPRI-thermo-
dynamics
start of calculation
start of calculation
start of calculation with nonzero
buckling
A description of the contents of the first four blocks
will be given on the following pages. The contents of
the last three blocks is detailed in the input descrip-
tion of the KAPR~S-DIXY version and thus is not listed
here, but some restrictions on the input for DIXY arising
from the use in conjunction with KINTIC-2 are given.
The contents of the four blocks is as folIows:
KINPUT Basic control data for both start of a calcula-
tion or restart; definition of perturbation, of
variants of subzones if any; assignment of
(variants of) subzones to DIXY zones
INSTIT: Control data for stationary critically search
option provided by KINTIC-2
FEEDBC
THEIN
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üld or no thermodynamics: Thermodynamics con-
trol data and input
CAPRI-2 thermodynamics: Assignment of thermo-
dynamics channels and axial zones to feedback
channels and axial zones.
Control data and thermodynamics input for
CAPRI-thermodynamics.
The geometry for DIXY and the control data for the two
dimensional calculation of the shape function are con-
tained in the remaining two blocks, DX LDIM and DXDIF;
DXBUCK contains the bucklings, if any.
The notation used on the following pages is: Knn for the
start of a sequence of input data; Snn for a logical
decision or/involving a skipping of data. All input is
unformatted and governed by the rules for KAPROS-input
/2/.
A final remark must be made with regard to the input
description'contained in this report: This is the des-
cription as of the beginning of 1977. It may be subject
to changes since all modules may be further refined and
new modules requiring additional input (e.g. one for
cladding motion) may be added. The newest input des-
cription may be obtained by starting a KINTIC-job with
the input block KINPUT containing the constant 'DESCR'
(see the following description of KINPUT) •
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6.1. BLOCK !<INPUT
KAPROS CONTROL CARO:
*KSIOX CBN=KINPUT,TYP=CARO,PM=KINPRM
IF ANY DNE JF THE BLOCKS FEEDBC, INSTIT, UR THEIN 15 PRESENT,
(nNCATFN;\Tlor~ OF INPUT BLOCKS, I. E. PM-=KETT FOR ALL RLOCKS
EXCEPT THE LAST ONE, SHOULD BE USED TO GUARANTEE A FULL INPUT
TE S Te
CONTENTS OF BLOCK:
S1 FOR START UF CALCULATION Ka, FOR RESTART K2, FOR CUTPUT OF
INPUT DESCRIPTI0N K39
K2 'CHCKI'
NCf-<CI
NRC HI
CONSTANT
NCHEC FROM FOR.EGUING RUN, J. E. 1, 2, 3, OR 4
DS-NUMßER OF RESTART FILE (.NE. 23, 24)
53 IF ~CHCI.lT.3 CONTINUE WITH S31, OTHERWISE K4
K4 NEVll(l) CONTROL NUMßER FOR CONTINUATION OF EVALLATION
FiLE KTPOUT (SEE K8)
0: NO EVALUATION OUTPUT
-1: CO"HINUE ON SAME FILE
-2: CONTINUE ON NEW FILE
+KTPOUT: START ON NEW FILE
55 FOR NFEEU.GE.O CONTINUE WITH 531, OTHERWISE K6
K6 fNFVA{I), CONTROL NUMBER FüR CONTINUATION OF EVALUATION
1=2,5) F1LES ICLCMP, NFCIPL, IVOIO, .liND NSPLT (IN THIS
JR.'JER, SEE K4 IN BLOCK THEIN). DEFINITION AS IN
K4
57 CONTINUE WITH S31
K8 'START'
NG
NV
Nl
NPKT
NKKO
I\MO
NFI=::ED
NAlJS
CONSTANT
NJMBER OF ENERGY GROUPS (.LE.26)
NUMBER OF PRECURSOR GROUPS (.LE.6)
NUMßER OF FEEDBACK AND NON-FEEDBACK ZCI\ES
t.lE.ZOO)
NUMBER UF NEUTRONICS MESH POINTS
NU~BER OF RADIAL SEGMENTS FOR FEEDBACK
NUMBER OF AXIAL SEGMENTS PER RADIAL SEGMENT FüR
FEEDBACK
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF RADIAL ZONES IN PELLET USED
FJR THERMOOYNAMICS REPRESENTATION
1: OLD THERMODYNAMICS MODULES
0: NO THERMODYNAMICS AND FEEDBACK
-1: CAPRI-2 THERMODYNAMICS MODULES
1: MAXIMUM OUTPUT FOR TESTING
-2: BIG OUTPUT
KTPOUT
KPLI
KAPRST
K9 ·PF.RTUR'
NST
TMX
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-1: MEDIUM OUTPUT INCLUDING SHAPE FUNCTION
0: S~ALL OUTPUT WITHOUT SHAPE FUNCTIO~
DS-NUMBER OF NEUTRONICS EVALUATION FILE (.NE.
23. 24. 25)
0: NO SUCH FILE
DS-NUMBER OF INTERMEDIATE FILE (.NE. 24. 25)
0. IF NO EVALUATION FILES ARE PRODUCED
D: TESTING OPTION; SMALL REGION. BIG OVERHEAO
1: PRODUCTION RUN OPTION; BIG REGION. LESS OVER-
HEAD
CONSTANT
NU~BER OF PERTURBATION INTERVALS (.GE.l)
MAXIMUM TIME FOR PROBLEM (SEC)
S10 FüR EACH PERTURBATION INTERVAL KI1-S21, THEN K22
K11 l
NTYP
Tl
T2
3 FOR PERTURBATION TYPE 0
5~2*NZP~2*NSTT FOR PERTURBATION TYPE 1
5+S*NZP+Z*NSTT FOR PERTURBATION TYPE 2
5+4*NlP+Z*NSTT FOR PERTURBATION TYPE ~
PERTUR8ATICN TYPE (O.LE.NTYP.LE.3)
START OF INTERVAL (SEC)
END OF INTFRVAl (SEC)
512 FüR PERTlJR.ßt\TION TYPE ü CONTINUE WITH 510, OTHERv,ISE K13
K13 NZP NUMBER OF PERTURBATIONS. I. E. FOR NTYF -=
1: NUMBER OF PERTURBEO FEEDBACK ANDleR NON-FEED-
BACK lONES;
2: NUMBER OF MACRO MATERIAL PAIRS, ONE PAIR BE-
LONGING TO THE SAME ZONE;
3: NUMBER OF MACRO MATERIALS IN PAIRS CF lONES.
514 FOR PERTUR:3ATION TYPE 1 CONTINUE WITH K15,
FOR PERTURBATION TYPE 2 CONTINUE WITH K17,
FOR PERTURdATION TYPE 3 CONTINUE WITH K19
K15 (IeZI(!), COMPOSITION NUMBER OF PER1URBED ZONE. DO NOT
SPECIFY FEEDBACK lONES EXCEPT FOR NSTT=l (K20)
NSl(I), SUBlONE NUMBER OF PERTURBING COMPOSITICN. FRAC-
I=I,NlP) TION OF PERTURBING COMPOSITION: 1.-G(T), SEE K20
516 CONTINUE WITH K20
K17 (IOZ2II), COMPOSITION NUMBER OF PERTURBED ZONE. FOR
NFEEO.LT.O, 00 NOT $PECIFY fEEDBACK ZO~ES
MANA1(I), NAME OF FIRST MACRO MATERIAL (5 AlPHANUMERICAL
CHARACTEKS). 1T5 VOLUME FRACTION IS MUlTIPlIEO
BY G(T )
MANA2(I), NAME OF SECOND MACROMATERIAl, WHICH FIlLS UPI
I=l,NZP) PRlVIDES THE SPACE OF THE FIRST ONE. 'VACUUM'
MAY BE SPECIFIED IN CASE THE SPACE 1S NOT TO BE
FIlLED UP/PROVIDED. OTHERWISE, 5 ALPHA~UMERICAl
CHARACTERS
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518 CONTINUE WITH K20
Klq (IOZ3{!),
MAN/l3( I) ,
IoZ4(1),
I=1,NZPI
K20 1\ S11
(TI(I),
GI( Il,
1=1 ,NS TT )
CJMP1SIT10N NUMBER OF FIRST PERTURBEO ZONE. FOR
NfEED.LT.O, 00 NOT SPECIFY FEEDBACK ZONES
\IJ\ME OF MACRO MATERIAL. ITS VOLUME FRJ1CTION IN
THE FIRST PERTUPßED ZONE IS MULTIPLIEC SY G( Tl,
THE DIFFERENCE FROM INITIAL ST~TE COMING FROMI
GOING TO THE SECOND PERTURBED ZONE
COMPOSITION NUMBER OF SECOND PERTURBEC ZONE. FOR
NFEED.lT.O, 00 NOT SPECIFY FEEDBACK lONES.
NUMBER OF POINTS DESCRIBING THE WEIGHTING FUNC-
TION G(T). NORMALLV, NSTT.GE.2, BUT FCR TIME IN-
DEPENDENT MIXING OF, E. G. CONTROL ROC OR
FOLLOWER lONES WITH FEEDBACK ZONES (NTYP=l),
NSTT=1. TH EN, T1= O. AND T2= TMX IN KLL
TIME (SEC)
WEIGHTING FUNCTION AT TIME TI(I)
S21 CONTINUE WITH S10
K22 I DCN
NoCN
CONSTANT
NUMBER OF SUBlONES AND VARIANTS OF SUelONES IN
THE RE~CTOR
523 FüR EACH (VARIANT OF A) SUBZONE K24 - K26, THEN K27
K24 M
MOCL
MDC2
MSU
NVA
4*NVA+4
NJMBER OF FIRST COMPOSITION PERTAINING TO THE
(VARIANT OF A) SUBZONE
NUMBER OF LAST COMPOSITION PERTAINING Ta THE
(VARIANT OF A) SUBZONE
SUBZONE NUMBER
.GT.O: VARIANT OF A SUBlONE. OENSITY A~D VOLUME
FRACTION OF NVA MACRO MATERIALS ARE C~ANGED
0: OTHERWISE
RHO(I),
VF( Il ,
Ic:1,NVA'
525 FOR NVA.GT.O CONTINUE WITH K26, OTHERWISE 523
K26 (MANAV(I), NAME OF MACRO MATERIAL, THE CONTENTS OF WHICH IS
TO BE CHANGED
NEW DENSITY (G/CM**3)
NEW VOLUME FRACTION
K27 'CONTROll CONSTANT
NIT NUMBER OF ITERATIONS OF SHAPE FUNCTIO~, NORMALLY
o
KZERO 0: QUASISTATIC METHOO
-1: AOIABATIC METHOD
1: POINT KINETICS
KQB 0: NORMAL QUASISTATIC METHOD
1: IMPROVED QUASISTATIC METHOD
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EPSl LOwER LIMIT FOR ACCURACY TEST IN POINT KINETICS
MODULE (1.E-51
EPS2 UPPER LIMIT FOR ACCURACY TEST IN POINT KINETICS
MO DU l E (1 • E-4 )
EPS3 MAXIMUM DEVIATION OF REACTIVITY AT ENC OF MACRO
INTERVAL ($)
(EPS4(I), MAXIMUM DEVIATION OF REACTIVITY RHO, lIFETIME l,
!=1,2+NV) AND EFFECTIVE BETA-I AT END OF NORMAL INTERVAl.
ORDER: EPS4IRHO) (ABSOLUTE VAlUE), EPS4(ll
(Rl:LATIVE VAlUE), EPS4( BETA-i), EPS4( BETA-2)'u ..
(RELAT IVE VAlUESJ
(EPS5II), MAXIMUM ALTERATION OF RHO, l, AND BETJl-I IN
I=1,2+NV) SINGLE ZONE DURING ONE MACRO INTERVAl; ORDER AND
DIMENSIONS AS ABOVE. RECOMMENDED VAlUES FOR FAST
REACTORS: EPSS(RHO)=.OOl; EPSS(l)=EPS5(BETA-II=
• 1
S2B IF NO EXTERNAL REACTIVITY IS Ta BE USED K30, OTHERWISE K29
K29 ' Re RAM P' CONSTANT
NRO NUMB ER OF PO IN TS AT WHICH REACT! VITY I S GI VE N
(.LE.6)
(TRO(l), TIME; TRO(l).GT.O. ( SEC)
1= 1 ,NROI
( Ra ( I ) , REACTIVITY AT TI ME TRO(I) ( $ )
I=l,NRO)
K30 'PO\\ER' CONSTANT
XP STAT IONARY REACTOR POWER (MW)
S31 FOR CHECKPOINT CONTINUE WITH K34, OTHERWISE K32
K32 'ENDE' CONSTANT
S33 CONTINUE WITH K35
K'34 'CbECK'
NCHEC
MAKMAX
K35 NBCH
CONSTANT
0: NO CHECKPOINT
1: CHECKPOINT AFTER MAKMAX STATIONARY SHAPE
FUNCTION ITERATIONS
2: CHECKPOINT AFTER FINAL STATIONARY TbERMO-
HYOR AUL ICS
3: CHECKPOINT AFTER MAKMAX MACRO INTERVALS
4: CHECKPOI~T BEFORE RECAlCUlATION OF NEXT
(START OF CAlCUlATION: FIRST) MACRG INTERVAL
NCHEC=l: NUMBER OF STATIONARY ITERATIONS. THOSE
UF FOREGOING RUN INClUDED; ~AKMAX=-l
FOR CHECKPOINT ßEFORE FINAL STATIONARY
SHAPE FUNCTION CAlCULATION
NCHEC=3: NUMBER OF MACRO INTERVALS BEFORE CHECK-
POINT, THOSE OF FOREGOING RU~S INClUDED
DS-NUMBER OF RESTART FILE (.NE. 23. 24, 25)
S36 FOR ARESTART CASE END OF BLOCK, OTHERWISE K37
K.3 7 ' C0 N5 I 5 '
KO 1\5 I
KONE
EP56
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CONSTANT
0: NO STAT IONARY CONS ISTENCV ITERAT 101\ (FOR
NF EE0 -= 0 0 NLV)
-1: CONSISTEMCV ITERATION füR GROUP CCI\STANT5
(FOR NFEED.NE.O ONLV)
1: CONSISTENCV ITERATION FOR GROUP CCI\STANTS
AND DENSITIES tFOR NFEED.GT.O ONL~)
0: NO STATIONARV CRITICALITV SEARCH
1: CRITICALITV 5EARCH WITH OPTIONS OF KINTIC-2
MAXIMUM DEVIATION OF STATIONARV K-EFF FROM 1.
S38 END Of BLOCK
K39 'DESCR' CONSTANT
540 END Of BLOCK
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6.2. BLCCK IN5TIT
TO BE PfCOVIDED ONLY FOR START OF A CALCULATION, IF KGNE.NE.O IN
BLOCK KINPUT. KAPROS CONTROL CARD:
*K5IOX OBN=INSTIT,TYP=CARD,PM=KINPRM
CONCATENATION SHDULD BE USED (SEE BLOCK KINPUT).
CONTENTS OF BLOCK:
K1 ANA 'RADIT', I F K-EFF IS TO BE CHANGED SY ADJUST ING
REACTOR DIMENSIONS. NOT TO BE USED TO-
GETHER WITH CAPRI-2 THERMODYNAMICS
'MATIT', IF K-EFF IS ADJUSTED SV CHANGING
CDM P0 5 I TI 0 NS
52 FOR ANA:'RADIT' CONTINUE WITH K3, GThERWISE K5
K3 ALPHl
FACTl
'HSTP', IF HORIZONTAL REACTOR AXIS IS TO BE
CHANGED
'VSTP', IF VERTICAl REACTOR AXIS 15 TO BE
CHANGED
INITIAL REACTOR DIMENSION l IS VARIED BE1WEEN
l*FACTl AND l/FACTl
54 END OF BLOCK
K5 NNM I
( NU MI ( I ) ,
I=l,NNMI)
~ANAl
MANA2
FAC T2
NUMBER OF COMPOSITIONS TO BE CHANGEO
THEIR NUMBERS IN DIXY ZONE INPUT
NAME OF FIRST MACRO MATERIAL TO BE CHANGED
NAME OF SECOND MACRO MATERIAL. IF NO SECOND
MATERIAL 15 TO BE USED, MANA2='VACUUM'
VOLUME FRACTION OF FIRST MACRO MATERIAL IS
VARIED BETWEEN VF*FACT2 AND VF/FACT2. THE
SECONO MACRO MATERIAL FILlS UP/PROVIDES THE
SPACE PROVIOED/FILlED UP SV THE FIRST
56 END OF BLOCK
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6.3. BLOCK FEEDBC
TO BE PROVIOED ONLY FOR START OF A CALCULATION. KAPROS CONTROL
CARD:
*KSICX CBN=FEEDBC,TYP=CARD,PM=KINPRM
CONCATENATION SHOULD BE USED (SEE BLOCK KINPUT).
CONTEN1S OF BLOCK:
SI FüR NFEEO.GE.O K2 - 511, OTHERWISE $12 - K13
K2 NKKN
NM
NNMAX
o
NVCIN
NPR INT
NSTUE
NFEEO
1
NUMBER OF RADIAL SEGMENTS FOR THE DEFI~ITION OF
COOlANT CHANNELS (O.LE.NKKN.LE.IO; =NKKD IN
BLOCK KI NP Ur)
NJMBER OF AXIAL ZONES PER SEGMENT
(O.LE.NM.LE.IO; =NMD IN BLOCK KINPUT)
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF RADIAL lDNES IN FUEl PELLET
( O. LE. NNJVI AX• LE.6; -= NN MAX IN BLn CK KIN PUT )
CONSTANT
1: VOLUME CHANGES ARE TAKEN INTO ACCOLNT
o: 0 TH ERWI SE
C0 \l TR0 LSOUTPUT 0 F TH ER MO DYN AMI CSAN D FEE 0 BACK
MODULES, IF i'JAU$ IN BLOCK KINPUT .NE.O AND
.NE.-l
0: NO OUTPUT
1: OUTPUT AT END OF PERTURBATION INTERVAL
-2: SHORT OUTPUT FOR EACH ITERATION OF NORMAL
INTERVAL
-1: LONG OUTPUT FOR EACH ITERATION OF ~CRMAL
INTERVAL
NUMBER OFAXIAL ZONE CONTAINING THE SPACERS
=NFEED IN BLOCK KINPUT:
0: NO FEEDBACK
1: OlD VERSION OF THERMODYNAMICS
CONSTANT
53 FOR NFEED=) END OF BLOCK; FOR NFEEO= 1 K4 - K7 FOR EACH
RADIAL CHANNEl, THEN 58
K4 KKN
VSTR UK
NN
RBR
DClAD
RKUE
VDUF
DELTB
NUMBER OF CHANNEl
VOlUME OF STRUCTLJRE MATERIAL PER CM lHGTH OF
P IN (CM **2 )
NUMBER OF RADIAL ZONES IN PELLET
(Z.lE.NN.LE.NNMAX)
PELLET RAD IU $ ( CM)
ClAODING THICKNES5 (CM)
EQUIVALENT RADIUS OF COOLANT CHANNEL (CM)
FOlLOWING QUOTIENT: VOLUME OF STRUCTURE MATERIAL
IPART OF ITS SURFACE IN CONTACT WITH COOlANT
(CM)
ESTIMATE OF RADIAL TEMPERATURE OIFFERE~CE IN THE
PELLET (DEG. C)
EPSK
\iKUEl
TKIN
ANTB
ANTC
ANT K
ANIS
TSBR
TSC L
TSKUE
TSSTR
UMElT
UREKR
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ERROR lIMIT fGR ITERATION Of TEMPERATURES
(DEG. Cl. RECOMMENOEO VAlUE: .01
CGOlANT VELOCITY (CM/SEC)
TEMPERATURE OF CUOlANT AT ENTRY (DEG. C)
FRA CT ION 0 f HEAT REl EASE 0 IN FU EL
FRACTION OF HEAT RELEASED IN CLADDING
FRACTION OF HEAT RELEASED IN CDOLANT
FRACTION OF HEAT RElEASEO IN STRUCTURE MATERIAL
MELTING TEMPERATURE OF FUEL (OEG. C)
MELTING TEMPERATURE OF ClAODING (DEG. C)
BOILING TEMPERATURE Of COOLANT (DEG. Cl
MELTING TEMPERATURE OF STRUCTURE MATERIAL
(DEG. Cl
LATENT HEAT UF MElTING FOR FUEl (CAL/C~**3)
LATENT HEAT OF RECRISTALLIZATION FOR FUEL
(CAl/CM**3 )
K5 THIS PART UF THE INPUT CONTAINS THE TEMPERATURE CEPENDENT
THERMOOYNAMICS PARAMETERS IN THE FORM PD) n."P(4)" THEAC-
TUAL PARAMETER IS CALCULATED FROM THESE VAlUES VIA:
P(T)=P(l)+P(Z)*T+P(3) *T*T
P(T)=P(4)
T. lE • TL! MIT,
T. Gl • TLI MI T,
WHERE TlPlIT IS UNE OF THE VAlUES TSBR, TSCl, TSKUE, OR
TSSTR OEPENDING ON WHICH MATERIAL P REFERS TO. TrE TRANSFER
COEFFICIENTS HBC AND HCK OEPENO ON THE TEMPERATURE OF FUEl
ANO CLADOING, RESP.
tROB(Il~
1=1,4)
( RO C( I ) t
1=1 ,4
{RO K( I ) ,
1=1,4)
( RO S( I ) ,
1=1,4)
(CPB(I),
1=1,4)
(Cpe(I),
1=1,4)
(CPK(I),
1=1 ,4 )
(CPS(I),
1=1,4)
(HBC(I),
1=1,4)
( HC K( I ) ,
1=1,4)
(XlB(I),
1=1,4)
( Xl C(J ) ,
1=1,4)
FUEl OENS I TY (GI CM**3)
ClAOOING OENSITY (G/CM**3)
COOlANT OENSITY (G/CM**3)
STRUCTURE MATERIAL OENSITY tG/CM**3)
SPECIFIC HEAT OF FUEl (CAU(G*OEG. C»
SPECIFIC HEAT OF ClADOING (CAl/(G*OEG. Cl)
SPECIFIC HEAT OF COOlANT (CAl/(G*OEG. C»
SPECIFIC HEAT OF STRUCTURE MATERIAL
(CAL/(G*OEG. C)
HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT FUEl-ClAODING
(C Al / ( CM** 2* SEC*OEG. C»)
HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT ClAODING-COOLANT
(CAL/(CM**2*SEC*OEG. C»
HEAT CONOUCTIVITY OF FUEl (CAL/(CM*G*CEG. C»
HEAT CONOUCTIVITY OF ClAODING
(CAl/(CM*G*OEG. C»
K6
K7
KKN
MI
(ALPHA(I),
BETAABl!),
BETAKA(I),
BET~TO(I),
E ( I ) ,
1=1 ,MI)
(MZ(I),
I = 1 ,NM)
KKN
AlJSBAX
AU SC AX
AUSSAX
AUSBON
AUSBRA
AUSCRll,
AUSSRll,
AUSKUE
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NUMBER OF CHANNEL
NUMBER OF DIFFERENT SETS OF FOLlOWING OATA
(ALPHA, BETAAB, ••• ,E)
VOlUME FRACTION OF CGOLANT
VOLUME FRACTION OF SPACER
VOlUME FRACTION OF SUBASSEMBLY WALLS
VOlUME FRACT ION OF OTHER MAT ERI ALS NOT COMPR 1$-
ING PIN, CGOlANT, SPACER, ANO SUBASSE~ELY WALLS
ClEARANCE 8ETWEEN FUEl ANO CLADOING (CM)
NUMBER OF FOREGOING DATASET PERTAINING TO AXIAL
NOGE I
~UMRER OF CHANNEL
LINEAR AXIAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT FOR FUEL
(l./DEG.C)
LINEAR AXIAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT FOR CLAODING
(1./0EG. C)
LINEAR AXIAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT FOR STRUCTURE
MATERIAL (l./DEG. C)
VOLUME EXPANSION COEFFICIENT FOR 80NOI~G
(1./DEG. C )
LINEAR RADIAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT FCR FUEL
(l.!DEG. C)
LINEAR RADIAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT FCR CLADDING
( 1. /DEG. C)
LINEAR RADIAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT FCR
STRUCTURE t~ATERIAL (l.!DEG. C)
VOlUME EXPANSION COEFFICIENT FOR COOL~~T
(l./DEG. C)
58 FOR KONSI (BLOCK KINPUT) .GT.O CONTINUE WITI- S9 - KlO,
OT~ERWISE END OF BLOCK
59 FOR EACH CHANNEL KlO
KlO KKt\
NTl
(TFO(!),
TCO(1) ,
TKO(I),
TSOII),
1=1, NTT)
(MT(I),
1= 1 ,NM)
NUMßER OE CHANNEL
NUM3ER OF DIFFERENT SETS CF FOLLOWING CATA
lTFO, ••• ,TSO)
FUEL TE~PERATURE USED FeR PREPARATION CF NUCLIDE
DE~SITIE5 IN CALCULATION OE GROUP CONSTANTS
SAME FOR ClAOD ING
SAME FOR COOlANT
SAME FOR 5TRUCTlIRE MATERIAL
NUMBER OF FOREGOING DATASET PERTAINING TO AXIAL
NODE I
S11 END OF BLOCK
512 FOR EACH RADIAL FEEDBACK CHANNEL K13, THEN END OF BLOCK
K13 NKAN NUMBER OF THERMODYNAMICS CHANNElS PERT~INING TO
THE FEEDBACK CHANNEl (.LE.lO)
( KKÄN( 1), THEl R NU MB ER I 1'1 THE SEQUENCE 0 F THER Me [Y NAMI CS
RHI),
RA ( I) ,
G( I ) ,
1= 1, NKA'\J )
(NMU I I,
1=1, NMD)
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CHANNELS IN BLUCK THEIN
INNF.R R.ADI US OF THERMODYNAMICS CHANNEL leCH)
GUTER RADIUS OF THERMODYNAMICS CHANNEL (CM)
WEIGHT OF THER~ODYNAMICS CHANNEL IN FEEDBACK
CHANNEL. NEED NOT BE NORMALIlEO AND T~LS MAY BE,
E. G., THE NUMBER l)F FUEL SUBASSEMBLIES PERTAIN-
lNG TO THE THERMODYNAMICS CHANNEL.
FOR EACH AXIAL FEEDBACK ZONE, NUMBER CF AXIAL
THfRMGOYNAMICS IONES PERTAINING TO IT. FOR THE
EXPANSION ZONE, NMI=O, OT~ERWISE NMI.GT.O
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6.. 't. INPUT BLOCK THEIN
THIS BLOCK IS TO BE PROVIDEO ONLY FOR THE START OF A
CALCULATION dITH CAPRI-2 THERMODYNAMICS .. SINCE 11 HAS BEEN
DEVELOPED FROM THE INPUT FOR THE CAPRI-2 STAND ALONE VERSION, A
FEW EXPlANATIONS CONCERNING THE DIFFERENCES ARE IN O~CER. THESE
ARE USEFUL ESPECIALLY FOR PERSONS, WHO WISH TO RUN THE TWO
CODES IN PARALLEL OR WHO WANT TO CCNVERT AN INFUl FOR lHE
CAPRI-2 SYSTEM INTO THE BLOCK THEIN. TO FACILITATE THIS
CONVERSION, THE INPUT HAS NOT BEEN MODIFIED AS FAR AS POSSIBLE.
THF CATA IN THE BLOCK THEIN HAVE THE FOLLOwING ORDER:
1. GLOBAL I~TEGER DATA, PRECEDED BY THE CGNSTANT 'GLCBINT'.
2. GLOBAL REAL DATA, PRECEOED BY THE CONSTANT 'GLOBREAL'.
3. CHANNEL DATA, THE DATA FOR EACH CHANNEL BEING PRECEDED BY
THE CCNSTANT 'CHAN' AND THE NUMBER OF THE CHANNEL.
THE ORDER OF CHANNELS IS ARBITRARY. THE END OF THE fLCCK THEIN
IS SIGN.oLED SY THE CONSTANT 'END' ..
AMONG THE MANY GLOBAL DATA TO BE PROVIDED FOR T~E CAPRI-2
SYSTEM, ONLY A FEW NEED BE DEFINED FOR THE CAPRI-2
THERMOD~NAMICS MODULES. THEREFORE, THE GLOBAL INPUT WAS NEWLY
FnRMULATfD. THE DATA WERE GROUPED INTO S~ALL DATA5ETS ßEING
PRECEDF.C ßY CONSTANTS ('NODE', 'GEOrvl', ETC.). IN TbE BLUCK OF
GLOBAL INTEGERS, THE DATASET 'NODE' MUST BE THE FIRST ONE,
WHFREAS THE ORDER OF THE OTHER TWO SETS IS ARBITRARY, AS IS THE
ORnER OF ALL SETS IN THE BLOCK OF GLOBAL OATA. A SET MAY BE
O~JTTEO, IF IT CONTAINS ONLY ZEROS 0R DEFAULT VALUES.
TidE CH~NNEl Ir-.JPUT riAS NOT REFORMUlt\TEO. IT IS UNFORtJHTEO, flUT
SINCE FDR"1I\TTEO INPUT IS, UNOER CERTAIN CCI\OITIONS, CCMPATIBlE
WITH THE KAPROS TYPE OF JNFORMATTED INPUT, THE INPUT CAROS OF A
CAPRI-2 STAND ALONE INPUT MAY BE DIRECTLY INSERTEC INTO THE
BLOCK THEIN. ONLY THE CONTROL CARDS CONTAINING THE CONSTANT
'CHAN' AND THE CHANNEL NUMßER UR THE WORD 'END' MUST BE ADDED.
THF FOLLOWING CONDITIONS MLST BE FULFILLED FCR THE FOR~ATTEC
I1\1PUT TO PE P,JSERTED: DIFFERENT NUMBERS !'lUST BE SEPERATED BY AT
L':AST CNE BLANK, ND BLANKS MAY TURN UP IN TI-'E STRING OF
CHARACTERS DEFINING ONE NUMBER, SIGNIFICANT ZEROS ~AY NOT BE
REPLACEO BY BLA~KS, AND CCLUMNS 71 - 80 MAY NOT BE USED. THE
CHANNEL INPUT IS GDVERNED SY THE SM1E RULES, THAT APFLY FUR lHE
CHAt\NEL INPUT UF THE STAND ALONE VERSION: TI-1E DATA OF THE !=IRST
CHANNEL (NOT NECESSA~ILY CHANNEL NUMBER 1) NEED EE OEFINED
flNLY, IF THEY AR.E NONlERCJ; THOSE DF THE FfJlLOh/ING CHANNELS ONLY
lI'lSIJFAR AS THEY ARE DIFFERFNT FROM THOSE OF TrE PRfCEO ING
CHA.NN EL •
KAPROS CONTROL CARD:
*KSIOX DBN=THEIN,TYP=CARD,PM=KINPUT
CONCATENATION SHOULD BE USEO (SEE BLOCK KINPUT).
CONTENTS OF BLOCK:
KI 'GLDBINT'
K2 'NOCE'
NKKf\:
N~A2
NIv10R
f\J!v\U f3
I\JMPL
NN
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CJ"lSTANT
C(y,JS T ANT
NUMBER JF CUOLANT CHANNELS (.LE.30)
NU~HER OF AXIAL NOOES INCLUDING PLENUM AND
MIXING CHAMBER (.LE.30)
NUMBER OF AXIAL NODES IN CORE AND RLA~KET
(.LE.20l
NUMBER OFAXIAL NODE$ IN UPPER AXIAL eLANKET
~J~BER OF AXIAL NODES IN LOWER AXIAL BLANKET
NUMßER OFAXIAL NODES IN FISSION GAS PLENUM
i'~~Jr'1ßFR lF RADIAL ZONES IN THE PIN (.LE.IO)
K'3 'GE:CM' CJ\lSTAi\lT
lAPT ~J~ßER oF DIFFERENT KINDS OF PINS
(NGRIO( I), PI\RAMETER FOR SPACER IN CHANNEL 1:
I=l,NKKNl .GT.G: NUMßER OF RIBS FOR SPIRAL WIRE C~ PIN-
P r:R I l"1ET ER
.LT.O: HONEYCOMB G~IO AS SPACER
( IRE GV L( I ) , KI\JD 0F PI N IN CHAN NEL I
I=I,NKKNl
K4 'CNTl'
Q
ICLC MP
IPe
I POBt)1
IVOID
I E :x P
K.P RUG
IIREF
I I AX
NpAX
IABB
JERFOR
(NSSLB(l),
I=I,NKKN)
CO'J STAhn
CI]1'j ST.\NT
DS-NUMßEk OF U~IT FOR PLOTTING (.NE. 23, 24, 25)
0: NO PLOT
NUMBER OF TIME STEPS PER FULL PRINT BfFORE
BJILING
NU~ßER OF TIME STEPS PER FULL PRINT AFTER
ßOILING
DS-NlJMBER OF UNIT FOR PLOT OF BOILING PATTERN
(.NE. 23, 24, 25).0: NO PLOT
0: NO AXIAL CORE EXPANSIGN
1: 'wITH AXIAL CORE EXPANSION
P.\RAMETFR FOR OETAILED PRINT DURING BGllING
0: t-,IO r)ETA ILED PR INT
1: SHORT OUTPUT AT EVERY TIME STEP
2: =1 + PRINT OF INTERNAL TIME STEPS
0: NO MECHANICAL STRAINS FOR REFERENCE TEMPERA-
TURE S
1: NO MECHANICAL STRAINS FOR STEADY STATE TEMPE-
RATURES
1: AXI t\ L I TE RAT ION (S UB STI TUT E f 0R SHE~RI NG
FORCE)
J: /\jO AXIAL ITERATICN
1: AXIAL ITERATIUN OF PRESSURE
'): NO AXIAL ITERATION
1: ßURNUP EFFECTS ARE ACCOUNTED FOR
Q: OTHE~WlSE
PARAMETER FOR DETAILED PRINT IN BGILI~G ROUTINE
IN CASE OF ERRORS
0: NQ AODITION~L PRINT
1,2,3: DIFFERENT LEVELS OF ADDITIONAL CUTPUT
SLUMPING CRITERION IN CHANNEl I
0: ClAODING TEMPERATURE TCSlB AND FUEL MElT
(MMLSB(I),
l=l,NKKN)
NSPlT
( NS FC I ( I) ,
l=l,NKKN)
{MM FC I ( I) ,
I=l,NKKN)
NFCIPL
NNFCI
KAP RML
IFLAG1
IFLAG2
IFL AG3
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FRACTION FMSLB MUST BE REACHEO
1: PLASTIC CLADOING DEFORMATION SPLSLB AND FUEL
MELT FRACTleN FMSLB MUST eE REßCHEC
MINIMUM NUMBER OFAXIALLY COHERENT NOCES, FOR
WHICH SLUMPING CRITERION MUST BE FULFILLED
DS-NUMBER FOR PLOT OF SLU~PING PATTER~ (.NE. 23,
24, 25}. 0: NO PLOT
FCI CRITERION FOR CHANNEL I
0: CLADDING TEMPERATURE TCFCI AND FUEL MELT
FRACTION FMFCI MUST eE REACHEC
1: PLASTIC CLADDING DEFORMATION SPLFCI AND FUEL
MELT FRACTION FMFCI MUST BE REJlCHEC
MINIMUM NUMBER OFAXIALlY COHERE~T NCCES, FOR
WHICH FCI CRITERION MUST BE FULFILLED
DS-NUMßER FOR PLOT CF FeI PJlTTERN (.NE. 23, 24,
25). 0: NO PLOT
0: FLIQ IS USEO; .NE.O: VßRKU IS USED
(SEE OATA ON POSITION 539/540 IN CHAN~El INPUT)
DS-NUMBER OF UNIT FOR MAPLIß MESSAGES ( .. NE. 23,
24, 25)
J: TIME DERIVATIVE OF COOlANT DENSITY =0 FOR CNE
PHASE COOLAl\T
1: TIME DERIVATIVE OF CCOlANT OENSITY EEING
TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT
0: ADIABATIC HEATING IN CHANNEL
1: HEAT TRANSFER TO BYPASS BEING TAKEN INTO
ACC OUNT
.NE.O: CALCULATION IN BOILING ROUTINE PARTIALLY
wIT H DOUBLE PR EC IS ION
0: OTHERWISE
K5 'GLOßREAL' CUNSTANT
K6 • CNTZ'
TETTA
(EPS(1).
1=1 ,10)
FAXE XP
K7 • OPER'
PKOO
PKONO
(POEC( I),
1=1,3)
TKINNO
TPlEN
FTRO
K8 'MAPl'
COOL
CiJNS T ANT
RELAXATION PARAMETER FOR TRANSIENT CALCULATION
OF FUEL TEMPERATURES (0.: EXPLICIT; .5: CRANK-
NICHOLSON; 1.: IMPLICIT)
LIMITS FOR ERRORS IN PIN DEFORMATION ~(CULE.
DEFAULT VALUES PROVIDEO IN PROGRAM
IEXP=l: AXIAL EXPANSION IS MUlTIPLIED ey FAXEXP
FO R FEE DBACK
IEXP:=O: IRRELEVANT
CON ST ANT
STATIONARY COOLANT PRESSURE AT INLET (~/M**2)
STATIONARY COOLANT PRESSURE AT OUTLET (N/M**2)
COEFFICIENTS DESCRIBING THE TIME DEPE~OENCE OF
PRESSURE OURING FLOW COAST-DCWN:
DP/P(O)=EXP(PDEC(1)*T+PDEC(Z)*T**2+PDEC(3)*T**3)
COOLANT TE MPERATURE AT INlET (DEG. C)
TEMPERATURE OF UPPER CGaLANT PLENUM (DEG. C)
REFERENCE TEMPERATURE FOR COLD GEOMETRY (DEG. C)
CON STAN T
NAME OF COOLANT IN MAPLI8 (E. G.. 'NAL')
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NA~E OF STRUCTURE MATERIAL IN MAPLIB (E. G.
, 49 B8' )
NAME OF CLADDING MATERIAL IN MAPLIB
NAME OF FUEL IN MAPLIB (E. G. 'UPUO')
CONSTANT
THE COEFFICIENTS CNNl, ••• ,CN3 ARE FOR CALCULA-
TION OF HEAT TRANSFER FROH CLADDING ANC
STRUCTURE MATERIAL TO CGOLANT:
CON ST AN T
POISSON NUMBER OF FUEL
nENSITY OF FLUID FUEl AT MELTING lEMPERATURE
IKG/M**3)
LINEAR EXPANSION COEFFICIENT GF FLUID FUEL
(1./DEG. C)
C:JI-'1PRESSION MODULE OF FLUID FUEL (N/O'Jt*2)
( .27E+IZ)
COMPRESSION MODULE OF SOLID FUEL IN/CM**2)
(.13E+12)
POISSON NUMBER OF CLADDING MATERIAL
ISOTHERM FOR OUTER BOUNDARY OF COLUMNAR FUEL
(DEG. C; 1700.)
ISOTHERM FOR OUTER BOUNDARV OF EQUIAXEC FUEl
(DEG. C; 1300.)
RL ~
RLE
ZSLUG
CH21
CH22
(OTSH( I),
I=I,NKKN)
SO
SMIN
STRUK
CAN
PELLET
K9 ' MATD'
RNLE
FRHCL
FAL PHA
BKL
BKS
CNU E
TCR
TPL
KlO 'COCl'
CNN 1
CNNZ
CN 1
CN2
CN3 ALPHA=CNN1+CNN2*RE**CNl*PR**CNZ*(T(BULK)/
Tl WALL» **CN3
(ALPHA = HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT)
(RE = REYNOLDS NUM8ER; PR = PRANOL NU~EER)
CNNl, CNN2: (W/(M**2*DEG. C»
FRICTION COEFFICIENT OF FLUID SODlUM IN THE
COOLANT CHANNEL: F=CH2l*RE**CH22
SUPERHEAT AT ONSET OF BOILING IN CHANNEl I
(DEG. C)
INITIAL THICKNESS OF SOOIUM FILM (M)
MINIMUM FILM THICKNESS FOR CAlCUlATION OF DRVOUT
( M)
UPPER REDUCEO lENGTH (M)
l 0 WER REDU CE D LENGTH (M)
MINIMUM SlUG LENGTH (M) lABOUT .5; OEPENOS ON
AXIAL NODE LENGTH)
SII FOR EACH CHANNEL K12 - K14; S13 - K14 MAY BE OMITIEO,IF
CHA~NEl DATA EQUAl THOSE OF PRECEDING CHANNEl
K12 'Cb.llN'
KKN
CDN STANT
CHANNEL NUMBER
S13 FOR EACH COHERENT SERIES OF DATA IN THE INTERNAL BLOCK
CHINPT, ONE CARD K14. ONLY THOSE·DATA NEED BE DEFINED,
WHICH ARE NONlERO IN CASE OF THE FIRST CHANNEl RESP. NOT
EQUAL TO THE DATA OF THE FOREGOING Ct-1ANNEL IN CASE OF ALL
OTHER CHANNELS.
K14 NPOS
NDAT
(C(1),
J-=l,NDAT)
K15 'END'
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POSITION OF FIRST NUMBER IN BLOCK CHINPT
NUMBER OF FOLLOWING DATA
NDAT OATA
CONSTANT, END OF BLOCK
FOR ACTUALLY WRITING THE CHANNEL INPUT (KI4), THE PCSITIONS OF
THE OA1A IN THE BLOCK CHINPT MUST BE KNOWN. FOR THIS, THE
FOLLOWING LIST IS TO BE CONSUlTED:
A. GEOMETRY
POSITICN CONTENTS EXPLANATION
1- 30 (RBR(I), INNER RADIUS OF CLACDING IN EACH NOOE (M)
I=1,NM2)
31- 60 (OCAN( 1), THICKNESS OF ClADDING IN EACH NODE (M)
I=1,NM2J
61- 90 (RKUE( 1), EQUIVALENT RADIUS OF COOlANT CHANt\EL IN EACH
I-=1,NM2) NODE (M)
91-120 (VDUF( 1), FOLLOWING QUOTIENT: VClUME OF STRUCTURE
I-=1,NM2) MATERIAL/PART OF ITS SURFACE IN CCNTACT WITH
COOLANT IN fACH NOOE (M)
121-150 (VSTRUK(I),VOlUME OF STRUCTURE MATERIAL PER ~ PIN IN
I=1,NM2) EACH NOOE (M**3/M)
151-180 [OBOND(l), S1ZE OF GAP BETWEEN PELLET AND ClßCCING IN
I;: 1, NM 2 l EACH NODE (M)
181-210 (OElTZ( Il, LENGTH OF AXIAL NODES (M)
I=1,NM2)
211 ~lPHAS VOLUME FRACTION OF CGOLANT PER CELL
212 BETCAS VOLUME FRACTION OF CLAOOING PER CELl
213 BETSTS VOLUME FRACTION OF STRUCTURE MATERIAL PER
CElL
214 BETABS VOLUME FRACTION 00 SPACERS PER CEll
215 BETKAS VOLUME FRACTION OF SUBASSEMBLY WAll PER CELL
216 OMEGAS VOlUME fRACTION OF FUEL PER CELL
217 ALFASP VOLUME FRACTION Of GAP BETWEEN SUeASSEMBLY
WALLS PER CELL
NGRID.LT.O: DISTANCE BETWEEN HONEYCCMB GRIDS
(M)
219 PSI NGRIO .. GT .. O: QUOTIENT WrCTb/HEIGHT CF RIß
NGRIO.LT.O: COEfFICIENT OF FlOW RESISTANCE
B. OATA FJR PIN DEFORMATION MOOULE BREDA
POSITION CONTENTS
220- 23 C (F ACR ( I) ,
I=1,NN+1)
231 FABBM
232 FEP SML
EXPLANATION
RADIAL POWER DISTRIBUTION IN PIN ([EFAULT
VAl UES: 1.)
MAXIMUM ALlOWABLE BURNUP (MWO/TON)
ERROR LIMIT FOR CALCUlATICN OF LICUIO FUEl
VOLUME
233 FFGMOl
234-263 (FBPHI (1),
1= 1, NM )
264 FPCG
265 FPEQ
266 FPUR
267 FP SWCG
26 B FPSWEQ
269 FP SWUR
270 FRELML
271. FRELCG
27? FR EL EQ
273 FRG
274 FRHOS\1
275 FTAGE
276 FVARRH
277 FVSWF
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MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF FISSION GAS
AXIAL DISTRIBUTION OF NEUTRON FLUX WITH
ENERGV GREATER THAN .1 MEV FOR CAlCULATION
OF SWELLING OF CLADDING (1./ICM**2*SEC»
POROSITY OF COLUMNAR GRAIN FUEL DIRECTLY
AFTER CHANGE OF STRUC lURE
POROSITY OF EQUIAXEO FUEL DIRECTLY AFTER
CHANGE OF STRUCTURE
POROSITY OF UNRESTRUCTUREO FUEL
REOUCTION CF FUEL POROSITY OUE TO FUEL
SWELlING FUR COlUMNAR GRAIN FUEL
SAME AS ABOVE FOR EQUIAXED FUEl
SAME AS ABOVE FOR UNRESTRUCTUREO FUEL
FISSION GAS RELEASE OF MOLTEN FUEL
FISSION GAS RELEASE Of CCLUMNAR GRAIN FUEL
FISSION GAS RELEASE OF EQLIAXEO FUEL
UNIVERSAL GAS CCNSTANT (1.E-3*W*SEC!
(MOL*OEG. Cl)
SMEAR DENS ITY OF FU EL I KG IM** 3)
IRRADIATION TIME (0)
PARAMETER FOR TRANSIENT FUEL SWELLING
STATIONARY FACTOR FOR FUEL SWELLING
C. OPERATING DATA
POSITICN CONTENTS EXPL AN AT ION
301 TK OUT STATIONARY COOLANT TEtJPERATURE AT (UTLET
(DEG. C)
302 FFZO AXIAL FORCE ACTING GN FUE L COLUMN (N)
303 FS PR IN ELASTIC CONSTANT OF SPR I NG ( N)
304-333 (ANTS( I), FRACTleN OF POWER REL EAS EO IN FU EL
1= 1, NM 2)
334-363 (ANT C( I ) , FRACT ION OF POW ER RELEASEO IN CL Ace ING
1= 1, NM2)
364-393 (ANTK(I), FRACTI ON OF POWER RELEASED IN COOLANT
1=1, Nt42)
394-423 (ANTS( I), FRAC TI ON OF POWER RELEASEO IN STRUCTURE
1=1,~M2) MAT ER I Al
O. ~ATERIAL DATA
POS I T I CN CO NT ENT S
424 BOND
425 SONDP
426-455 (DPO(I),
I=1,N~12l
456- 4 85 (D PP L( I ) ,
I=1,NM2)
EXPLANAT ION
MAXIMUM HEAT TRANSFER CCEFFICIENT IN GAP
BETWEEN FUEL ANO CLADDING IW!(M**2~OEG. C»
GAP PARAMETER FOR CALCULATING A V~RIA8LE
HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT (W!CM*OEG .. Clt:
H(BONO)=MIN(BONDP/OBOND,BONO)
PELLET DENSITY RELATIVE TO THEORETICAL DEN-
SITY FOR EACH NOOE
PELLET DENSITY RELATIVE TO THEORETICAL OEN-
SITY IN COLUMNAR GRAIN ZONE. FOR ~ ONE ZONE
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MODEL, LET OPO( I)=DPPL( I)
486-515 (CNPU(I), MOL-CONCENTRATION Of PU IN fUEL
I=l,NMZ)
516' FPSGO STATIG PRESSURE IN FISSION GAS PLE~UM
iN/M**2)
E. SLUMPING INPUT
POSITIC~ CONTENTS EXPLANATION
521
522
523
524
525
526
527
528
529
FNV
FXII
FFUEL
FCLAD
FQF
FG
FMSLB
TCSLB
SPL SLB
F. Fe I INP UT
KINEMATIC VISCOSITY OF fUEL-ClAODING MIXTURE
(CM**Z/SEC; .01)
FRICTION COEFFICIENT (.3)
fOAMING EFFECT (I. E. INCREASE OF VOLUME
DURING MELTING) OF FUEL (1.)
FOAMING EFFECT OF ClADDING 11.)
DEGREE BV WHICH CROSS SECTION IS fILLED (1.)
GRAVITY ACCELERATION (M/SEC**2). ~AY BE IN-
CREASED OR OECREASEO FOR SIMULATION OF
PRESSURE GRADIENT
MELT FRACTION OF FUEl lEADING TO CNSET OF
SLUMPI NG
LIMIT OF TEMPERATURE IN CLADDING CENTER
LEADING TO ONSET OF SLUMPING (DEG. C)
PlASTIC DEFORMATION OF CLADOING lEACING TO
ONSET OF SLUMPING
POSITION CONTENTS EXPLANATION
530
531
532
533
534
536
537
538
539
540
SPlFC I
RCFCI
FM FC I
RFRAG
TAUM
XIW
EPSFC I
HWEGF
FL IQ
VßRKU
PlASTIC DEFORMATION OF ClADOING LEAOING TO
ONSET OF FCI
LIMIT OF TEMPERATURE IN CLAODING CENTER
LEADING TO ONSET OF FCI (DEG. C)
MELT FRACTION OF FUEL LEADING TO CNSET OF
FCI
RADIUS OF PARTICLES AFTER FUEl FRßG~ENTATION
(CM; .Ol)
MIXING TIME CONSTANT (SEC; 5.E-3)
FRICTION COEFFICIENT OF CHANNEL (~IW=
.316*RE**(-.2S)/HYDR.OIAMETER)
ERROR LIMIT FOR INTEGRATION (.OOlt
2*OISTANCE FROM UPPER CORE 80UNDARV TO FREE
SURFAC E (C M)
fRACTION OF MOLTEN fUEL IN FCI-ZONE
PARTAKING IN FCI
RATIO OF MASSES FUEL/SODIUM IN FCI-ZONE
G. RADIAL HEAT LOSS
POSITION CONTENTS EXPLANATION
601-630 (FWFS( 1),
I=1,NM2)
631-660 (TBYPOlI)1
I=1,N~12)
661-690 (TBYPl (I),
1= 1, NM 2)
691 TTBYPO
692 TTB yp 1
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QUOTIENT OUTER SURFACE/INNER SURFaCE FOR
STRUCTURE MATERIAL
BYPASS TEMPERATURE FOR TIME=TTBYPC
(DEG. Ct
BYPASS TEMPERATURE FOR TIME=TTBYPI
(OEG. Cl
INITIAL TIME FOR CHANGE OF BYPASS lEM-
PERATURE
FINAL TIME FOR CHANGE OF BYPASS TE~PERATURE
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6.5. RESTRICTIONS CCNCERNING INPUT BLOCKS FOR DIXY
INPUT FCR DIXY IS CCNTAINEC IN THE THREE BLOCKS DX LeIM, DXDIF,
AND DXBUCK. OF THESE, OX LDIM AND DXBUCK ARE TO BE PROVIDED
ACCDROING TO THE DIXY INPUT DESCRIPTION WITH NO ADDITIONAL
RESTRIC1IONS ARISING FROM THE USE OF CIXY IN CONNECTION WITH
KINTIC-2. FDR DXDIF, THE FOLLOWING RULES CONCERNING THE
GEOMETRY HAVE TO BE OBEYED (SEE CHAPTER 4):
1. OVERLAY OF REGION INPUT IS NOT ALLOWED.
2. THE FIRST NKKD*NMD (SEE BLOCK KINPUT) ZONES ARE TO BE THE
FEEDBACK ZONES INCLUDING THE ZONES ABOVE THE AXIAL BLANKET
ALLOWING FOR AXIAL EXPANSION. AFTER THESE, NON-FEECBACK IONES
MAY BE DEFINED IN ARBITRARY ORDER.
3. A~ONG THE FEEDBACK lONES, THE FIRST NMD ZONES ARE THOSE
PERTAINING TO THE FIRST RADIAL SEGMENT, THE NEXT NMD ZONES
THOSE FOR THE SECOND SEGMENT, ETC.
4. THE NMD ZONES PERTAINING TO ONE SEGMENT MUST BE ORDERED
ACCORDING TO THE DIRECTION OF THE CDOLANT FlOW, I. E. WITH
COClA~T ENTERING THE FIRST ZONE AND PROCEEDING lHROUGH THE
FOLLOWING ZONES ACCOROING TO THEIR OROER. THE OISTRIBUTION OF
AXIAL ZONE HEIGHTS IN ALL RADIAL SEGMENTS MUST BE IhE SAME.
FOR A NUMBER JF VARIABLES IN DXDIF, IMPORTANT RESTRICTIONS
EXIST. THEY WILL BE LISTED BELOW USING THE NOTATION FROH THE
DIXY INPUT DESCRIPTION:
IZO
IGEO
ICPI
NGP
IQUE
NFZ1
JOINT
INRD
IDIT
NRRI
~NZ FROM BLOCK KINPUT
.NE.l OR 3 FOR NFEED.NE.O (SEE BLOCK KINPUT)
.GT.l
=NG FROM BLOCK KINPUT
=0
=1
~O RECOMMENDEO, OTHERWISE UNNECESSARY CALCULATION OF
ADJOINT FLUX
=0
.NE.-l
FOR NFEED.LT.O, NO FEEDBACK ZONE MUST BE OEFINEO AND
EXTENSION OR CONTRACTION CF ZONE NRRI MUST NOT AFFECT A
FEEDBACK ZONE
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7. OUTPUT
OUTPUT OF KINTIC-2 CONSISTS OF A PRINTED OUTPUT A~[ OPTIONAL
EVALUATION FILES.
THE PRINTEO OUTPUT MAY BE GREATLY VARIED IN LENGTt USING THE
DIFFERENT PRINTING OPTIONS. THE OVERRIOING NUMBER IN THIS
CONTEXT IS NAUS FROM BLOCK KINPUT. IF THIS NUMBER IS 0 OR -1,
OUTPUT FROM THE THERMODYNAMICS MODULES IS TO A lARGE EXTENT
SUPPRESSED AND REPLACED SY A SHORTENED OUTPUT OF THE MAIN
THERMODYNAMICS DATA PRODUCED BY KINTIC-2. FOR PRODUCTION RUNS,
USE OF THIS OPTION IS RECOMMENOED.
UP TO FIVE EVALUATION FILES MAY BE PROCUCEO BY A KINTIC-2
CALCULATION (ONE, IF THE CAPRI-2 THERMODYNAMIC$ MODULES ARE NOT
USEO). THE FILES CONTAIN:
1. NEUTRONICS ~~TA AND, IF THE OLD THERMODYNAMICS ~CDULES ARE
USED, THERMODYNAMICS RESUlTS.
2. THER~ODYNA~ICS DATA FROM THE NEW THERMOOYNAMICS ~OOULES
EXClUCING DATA ON FUEL-COOLANT INTERACTION, SODltM BOILING,
ANO SLUMPING.
3. FUfl COOlANT INTERACTION DAlA.
4. SODIUM BOIlING DATA.
5. SlUMPING DATA.
ALL EVALUATION FILES ARE FILLED IN THE SAME WAY. A FIRST.RECORD
CONTAINS A 20-WORD IDENTIFICATION ANO CNE INTEGER, WHICH IS THE
lENGTH OF ALL FOLLOWING RECORDS. THEN, ONE RECORD PER NORMAL
TIME STFP FOLLOWS. ONLY THE FINAL RESULTS OF INNER ANO OUTER
ITERATICNS ·ARE LISTED. THE FIRST WORD OF EACH RECORe CONTAINS
THE TIME. THE CONTENTS, OF EACH RECORD OF THE CIFFERENT
EVALUATION FILES IS LISTED BELOW.
A. NEUTRONICS AND OLD THERMGDYNAMICS FILE KTPOUT
RECORD LE~GrH 80 FOR NFEED.LE.O, 140 FOR NFEED.GT.O
1
2
3
4- 11
12
13
14- 19
20
21- SC
51- 80
81- 90
91-100
TIME (SEC)
AMPL [TUDE
RE ACTI VITY
REACTIVITY EFFECT OF: DOPPLER, FUEL, ClADDING, COOLANT,
STRUCTURE MATERIAL. AUXILIARY MATERIAL ('BONDI'), EX-
PANSION, ANO EXTERNAl REACTIVITY
NEUTRON LIFETIME (SEC)
SUM OF EFFECTIVE DELAYED NEUTRON FRACTIONS
DElAYED NEUTRON FRACTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL GROUPS
INTEGRAL POWER (MW)
POWER RElEASED IN ONE PIN FOR EACH CHANNEL (KW)
MAXIMUM POWER/CM RElEASED IN PIN FOR EACH CHANNEl
(W/CM)
END OF RECGRD FOR NFEED.LE.O
~AXIMUM CENTRAl FUEL TEMPERATURE FOR EACH CHANNEL
{DEG. C~
MAXIMUM RADIALlY AVERAGED FUEL TEMPERATURE FCR EACH
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CHANNEL (DEG. C)
101-110 MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE IN CENTER OF CLADOING FOR EACH
CHANNEL (DEG. C)
111-120 MAXIMU~ STRUCTURE MATERIAL TEMPERATURE FOR EACH CHAN~El
tDEG. C)
121-130 COOLANT TEMPERATURE AT DUTLET FOR EACH CHANNEl (OEG. C)
131-140 MAXIMUM CDOLANT TEMPERATURE FOR EACH CHANNEL (eEG. C)
B. THERMODYNAMICS FILE ICLCMP FOR NFEED.lT.O
RECORO LENGTH 241
1 TIME (SEC)
2- 31 FUEL CENTRAL TEMPERATURE IN HOTTEST NODE FOR EACH
CHANNEL (DEG. C)
32- 61 FUEL AVERAGE TEMPERATURE IN HOTTEST NODE FOR EACH
CHANNEL iDEG. Cl
62- 91 FUEL SURFACE TEMPERATURE IN HaTTEST NOOE FOR EAC~
CHA~NEL (DEG. C)
92-121 CLADDING CENTER TEMPERATURE IN HOTTEST NOOE FOR EACH
CHANNEL (OEG. C)
122-151 COOLANT TEMPERATURE IN HOTTEST NODE FOR EACH CHANNEL
(DEG. C)
152-181 COOLANT TEMPERATURE AT UPPER CORE BOUNDARY FCR EACH
CHANNEL (OEG. C)
182-211 FRACTION OF LIQUIC FUEL IN HOTTEST NOOE FOR EACH
CHANNEL (OEG. C)
212-241 RELATIVE CHANGE OF MASS FLOW RATE FOR EACH C~~NNEL
c. FUEL CDOLANT INTERACTION FILE NFCIPL
RECCRO LENGTH 181
1
2- 31
32- 61
62- 91
92-121
122-151
152-181
TIME (SEC)
COOLANT TEMPERATURE IN REACTION ZONE (OEG. C)
FUEL TEMPERATURE IN REACTION ZONE (DEG. C)
PRESSURE IN REACT ION ZONE
LOWER LIMIT OF REACTICN ZONE
UPPER LIMIT OF REACTION ZONE
SOOIUM VOID FRACTION IN REACTION ZONE
O. SODIUM BOILING FILE IVOID
RECORD LENGTH i+lO*NKKN
1 TIME (SEC)
2- ••• FOR EACH CHANNEL, 10 POSITIONS CONTAINING THE UPPER ANO
LOWER BOUNDARIES OF 5 BUB8LES. IF LESS THAN 5 BUBBLES
ARE PRESENT, DEFAULT VALUES i1.E+6C) ~RE INSERTEO
E. SLUMPI~G FILE NSPLT
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RECCRD LENGTH 61
1. TI ME (SEC)
2- 31 LOWER BOUNDARY OF SLUMPING MATERIAL
32- 61 POSITION OF LOWER BOUNOARY OF fAlLING UPPER ßXIAL
eL ANK ET
THE CO~TENTS OF THESE FILES MAY BE USED FOR PROOUCI~G LISTINGS
OR PLOTS. ESPECIAlLY, THE PLOT FACILITY PLOTCP 1121 CAN BE
APPLIED.
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8. SampIe cases
In the following, lists are given of the job control
cards and input for four jobs. These are
a. A job for creation of a simple group constant .file
to be used in the following sampIe cases. The pro-
grams described in /1/ are used. The data set created
has 1 neutron and 1 precursor group, 5 subzones
(core zone 1, core zone 2, blanket, absorber,
folIower) and may accommodate up to 30 feedback and
non-feedback zones.
b. A sampIe case employing the old thermodynamics rou-
tines with 5 feedback and 3 non-feedback zones,
with the non-feedback zones containing fissionable
material as weIl, since they serve as a kind of
driver. The transient is induced in a rather ar-
tificial way by replacing coolant by fuel material
in one of the driver zones. In addition, an external
reactivity is fed in. One coolant channel is used
for thermodynamics. The results of this case were
plotted with PLOTCP /12/and are shown in fig's.
9-17.
c. A case employing the new thermodynamics modules
with 6 feedback and 6 non-feedback zones. The non-
feedback zones comprise an absorber ringand a driver
zone. The feedback zones are collapsed axially and
radially from the thermodynamics mesh, which com-
prises two adjacent channels with 21 axial zones,
12 of which are situated in the core/blanket region.
These 12 zones are collapsed into 5 feedback zoneS1
the 6th feedback zone is the one used for the des-
cription ofaxial expansion. The transient is ini-
tiated by simulation of control rod movement.
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d. Arestart case to follow up case c. Results of
case c and d together were again plotted with PL~TCP
and are shown in fig's 18-25.
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CASE A
11 ••• JOßCAR8 ••• ,REGION=440K,TIME=(l,30)
I*FORMAT PR,OONAME=FT42F001
I*SETUP DEVI:E=2314,ID=NUSYSO
1/ EXEC KSG
IIK.FTOIFOOl 00 OSN=KNOF,UNIT=2314,VOl=SER=NUSYSO,OISP=SHR
IIK.FT04F001 00 OSN=GROUCO,UNIT=3330,VOl=SER=KAPROS,OISP=SHR
I/K.FT20FOOl DD UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=(TRK,5)
IIK.FT25FOOl 00 OSN=TIG30Z.IIINNN,UNIT=3330,VOL=SER=TSTlIB,
11 DISP={NE4,KEEP),SPACE={TRK,1)
IIK.SYSIN on *
*KSIOX oßN=KINWQI,TYP=CARO,PM=KETT
1 1 1 I)
*$*$
*KSIOX oßN=KINCOI,TYP=CARD,PM=PKINCO
30 1 5
1 4 @BRENN@ 0 8.94 .326 @HUELlJ 0 7.68 .106 @KUEHL@ 0 .862 .472
@STRUK@ 0 7.76 .096 1
2 4 @BRENN~ 0 8.94 .326 @HUElL@ 0 7.68 .106 @KUEHL@ 0 .862 .472
@STRUK@ 0 7.76 .096 1
3 4 @BRENNm J 9.19 .326 @HUELL@ 0 7.67 .106 @KUEHL@ 0 .862 .472
@STRUK@ 0 7.16 .096 1
4 1 'S TRU K' () 2.6 1. 0
5 1 'SPWK' 0 2.6 1. 0
*$*'i
*KSIOX 08N=NUDABL,INO=4,TYP=CARD,PMN=NUTEST
1 4
'00397 8
451 0 0 0
'ENDE '
'00451 '
446 0 1 0
o 'SPEKfI
26 12.47
10.98 186.2 383.9 488.2 927.5 L083. lL59. 910.4 797. 483.6 264.5
81.12 150.6 70.15 17.13 3.641 .3446 .04184 .002525 .1671-3 .6292-4
.5714-5 .3387-6 .8213-8 .3569-9
26 92.84
530.4 1371. 2750. 3439. 6196. '1185. 7475.. 6264. 5068. 3057. 1659.
502.5844.9 383.399.16 22.64 2.731.4678 .03454 .. 002606 .001385
.1714-3 .1268-4 .3669-6 .1441-1
26 10.25
57.23 160.2 356.7 506. 1207. 1689. 2120. 2026. 1861. 1242. 733.7
238.1 530.1 353.3 148.3 56.3 15.43 2.. 988 .3827 .02617 .009342 .002868
.5619-3 .6429-4 .2306-5
26 73.
418.5 1L21. 2399. 3097. 5766. 6503. 7081. 6216. 5001. 2941. 1521.
471.5 557.9 218.3 51.42 9.525 1.184 .1226 .008612 .3944-3 .5799-5
.8711-6 .9643-7 .6774-8 .7313-9
26 20.75
117.7 312.8 659. 838.3 1647. 1901. 2117. 1'774. 1503. 925.8 509.9
158.2350.2 174.152.. 59 14.56 2.755 .496 .0609:3 .004598 .. 001382
.3555- 3
.6378-4 .6863-5 .. 2454-6
o 'ENDE '
0.103501E-Ol
0.104166 E-Q2
O.121290E-04
O.103501E-Ol
0.151025E-02
o•106296E- 04
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, 00446'
352 0 0 3 tt46
'SIGMA' 'SABBR' 'KOMPO' 446
o C 0 446
'KOMPO'
@26-GR.KFKINR001@ 0 26 1 0 18 446
@B iOOB, llOC 120CR520FE560M0960NA230NB930NI5900 160PU390PU400PU410@
@PU420SPP90U2350U2383V 510@ 446
14 4 O.334470E-02 5 O.110890E-Ol 6 O.156334E-03 7
8 0.104014E-03 9 O.247123E-02 10 O.124809E-01 11
12 O.305554E-03 13 0.347220E-04 14 O.694441E-05 16
17 O.4ß3946E-02 18 O.658087E-04 446
'WeFINl
, 00352'
o C -2 1
, S I GM A' 'S Aß SR '
'SABBR'
'ST352'
26 1 0 -2 1 1 0
1 5
'CDKNT'
1 26 1
'ENDE '
, NUFIN'
*$*$i
*KSIOX DßN=NJDABl,1~O=5tTYP=CARO,PMN=NUTEST
1 4
'00397'
446 0 0 0
, ENDE 1
'00446 '
352 0 0 :3 446
, S I GM A' 'S AB BR' 'K0MPO' 446
o 0 0 446
'KCMPO'
@26-GR.KFKINROOl@ 0 26 1 0 18 446
@B 100B 110C 120CR 52 OFE 560M0960NA 230NB930NI 5900 160PU3 90PU400PU410@
@PU420SPP90U2350U2380V 510@ 446
14 4 O.334470E-02 5 0.110890E-Ol 6 O.156334E-03 7
8 O.104014E-03 9 O.247123E-02 10 O.125310E-Ol 11
12 0.443006E-03 13 0.503416E-04 14 0.100683E-04 16
17 0.424120E-02 18 O.658087E-04 446
'WQFIN'
'00352'
o 0 -2 1
t SIGMA' 'SAB8R'
'SABBR'
'ST352'
26 1 0 -2 1 1 0
2 5
• CDKNT'
1 26 1
'EI\DE '
'NUFIN'
*$*$
*KSIOX DBN=NJDABl,IND=6,TYP=CARO,PMN=NUTEST
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1 4
'00391'
446 0 0 I)
'ENDE '
'00446'
352 0 0 3 446
, S I GM A' 'S AB BR' 'K0 MPO' 446
o 0 0 446
'KCMPO'
@26-GR.KFKINR001@ 0 26 1 0 18 446
@B 100ß l10e 120CR 52 OFE 560M0960NA 230NB930NI 5900 160PU3 90PU400PU410 @
@PU420SPP90U2350U2380V 5l0@ 446
10 4 O.331110E-02 5 0.110016E-Ol 6 O.154850E-03 1 0.101574E-Ol
8 O.103115E-03 9 0.244911E-02 10 O.138484E-OI 16 O.173106E-04
11 O.690691E-02 18 0.658638E-04 446
'WQfIN'
'00352'
o 0 -2 1
, S I GM A' 'S ABBR '
, SABBRe
'ST352'
26 1 0 -2 1 1 0
3 5
'CDKNT'
1 26 1
'E NDE t
'NUFIN'
*$*$
*KSIOX ~BN=~UDABL,IND=7.TYP=CARD,PMN=NUTEST
1 4
'OC391'
446 0 0 0
'Et\DE '
, 00446'1
352 0 0 '3 446
'SIGMA' 'SABBR' 'KOMPO' 446
o C 0 't46
'KOMPO'
@26-GR.KFKINROOl@ 0 26 1 0 18 446
@B 100B 110: 120CR520FE560M0960NA230NB930NI5900 160PU390PU400PU410a
@PU420SPP90U2350U2380V 510@ 446
9 1 0.604851E-02 2 0.247954E-Ol 3 0.111097E-02 4 O.410375E-02
5 0.133110E-Ol 6 O.222437E-03 7 O.958653E-02 8 O.127620E-03
9 O.333236E-02 446
'WQFIN'
'00352'
o 0 -2 1
'SIGMA' 'SABBR'
'SABBR'
, ST352'
26 1 0 -2 1 1 0
4 5
'CDKNT'
1 26 1
'ENDE'
'NUFIN'
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*$*$
*KS IOX OBN=~\U DABl, IN D= 8, TYP= CARD, PMN=NUTE ST
1 4
'0(391'
446 0 0 0
'E NDf. '
'00446'
352 0 0 3 446
, SI GMA' 'SABBR' 'KOM PO' 446
o 0 0 '.46
'KCMPO'
@26-GR.KFKINR001@ 0 26 1 0 18 446
@B 100B liOC 120CR520FE560M0960NA230NB930NI5900 160PU390PU400PU410@
@PU420SPP90U2350U2380V 510@ 446
6 4 O.260524E-02 5 0.845038E-02 6 O.141213E-03 7 0.189532E-01
8 O.810186E-04 9 0.211552E-02 446
'WefIN'
'00352'
o 0 -2 1
'SIGMA' 'SABBR'
'SABBR'
, ST352'
26 1 0 - 2 1 1 0
5 5
'CDKNT'
1 26 1
'Et\DE '
'NUfI N'
* $* $
*KSIOX DBN=N~DABL,INO=l,TYP=CARD,PMN=NUTEST
o
'00397'
2291 0 0 0
'ENDE '
102291 '
2250 20 1 26 5
1 'SABBR' 1
, 02250'
o 150
1 6
1.
'P U390' .0032 .08
, PU 400 ' .0032 .08
'PU410' .0032 .08
'PU420' .0032 .08
'U2350' .0032 .08
'U2380' .0032 .08
4
@ßRENN@ 7 @O 160@ 1. ~PU390~ 1. @PU400@ 1. @PU410@ 1. @PU420@ 1.
@U2350@ 1. ~U2380@ 1.
@HUELL@ 6 @CR520@ .525 @FE560@ .525 @M0960@ .525 @NB930@ .525 @NI590@
.525 @V 5101) .525
@KUEHL@ 1 @NA230@ 1.
@STRUK@ & @CR520@ .415 @FE560@ .475 @M0960@ .415 @NB930@ .475 @NI590@
.475 @V 5IO@ .475
4
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@BRENN@ 1 @O 160@ L. @PU390@ 1. @PU400@ 1. @PU410@ 1. @PU420@ 1.
@ U23 50@ 1. 1) U23 80@ 1•
@HUELL@ 6 @C~520@ .525 @FE560@ .525 @M0960@ .525 @NB930@ .525 @NI590@
.525 @V 51J@ .525
@KUEHL@ 1 ~NÄ230~ 1.
@STRUK@ 6 @CR520@ .475 @FE560@ .475 @M0960@ .415 @NB930@ .475 @NI590@
.475 @V 5101) .475
4
@BRENN@ 3 @O 160@ 1. @U2350@ 1. @U23BO@ 1.
@HUELL@ 6 ~:R520@ .525 @FE560@ .525 @M0960@ .525 @NB930@ .525 @NI590@
.525 @V 510@ .525
@KUEHL@ 1 @NA230@ 1.
@STRUK@ 6 @:~520@ .475 @FE560@ .475 @M0960@ .415 @NB930@ .475 @NI590@
.415 @V 510@ .475
1
@STRUK@ 9 @ß 100@ 1. @B 110@ 1. @C 120@ 1. @CR520@ 1. @FE560@ 1.
@M0960@ 1. @NA230@ 1. @NB930@ 1. @NI590@ 1.
1
@STRUK@ 6 @CR520@ 1. @FE560@ 1. @M0960@ 1. @NA230@ 1. @NB930@ 1.
@NI 590@ 1.
1
4 5
'NUFIN'
*$*$
*KSIOX DBN=~UOABLtIND=3,TYP=CARDtPMN=NUTEST
214
, 00397'
4100 0 0 0
• EI\DE '
• 04100'
5 300. 600. 900. 1500. 2100.
1 0 0
1 1 1
'CONO '
1 26
• NUF IN'
*$"$
*G0 SM= KI NW Q
1*
11
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CASE B
Ile •• JOßCARQ ••• ,REGION=290K,TIME=(1,30)
I*FORMAT PR,DONAME=FT4ZFOOl
I I EXE C K S:;
IIK.FT22F~J1 DD OSN=Al.IIINNN,UNIT=3330,VOl=SER=lSTlIB,
IIDISP=(NEW,KEEP),SPACE=(TRK,2)
IIK.FT23FJOl 00 UNIT=$YSDA,SPACE=(TRK,3)
IIK.FT25FOJ1 00 OSN=T1G30Z.IIINNN,UNIT=3330,VOl=SER=TSTlIB,DISP=SHR
IIK.FT26FOOl 00 DUMMV
IIK .. SVSI\l 00 *
*KSIOX OBN=KINPUT,TYP=CARD,PM=KETT
'START' 1 1 B 72 1 5 6 1 -1 22 23 0
'PERTlJR' 21:). 30.1.2
14 2 0 10. 1 4 '8RENN' 'KUEHL' 2 0 1" 10 .. 1,,1
'DCN ' 2 4 1 4 1 0 4 5 8 3 0
BCCNTROLI Cl -10 1.-51.-4 .0001 .uOOOl .01 .. 01 .0004 .1 .1
IRORAMP' 2 .1 .2 .5 .1
'POWER' !tao.
'CHECK' 3 3 26
• C( NS I S B - t 0 1.
*$*$
*KSIOX DßN=FEEDBC,TYP=CARD,PM=KINPRM
1 5 6 0 a -1 4 1 1
1.063.262.038.45.93520••005310.380.1.0002700.1400.
1000. 14)0. 542. 542.
8.9 0 0 8.9 1.7 0 0 7.7 .84 0 0 .84 7 .. 7 0 0 7.7 .067 0 0 .. 067 .12 0 0
.12 .3 0 0 .3 .12 0 0 .12 .24 0 0 .24 3. 0 0 3 .. 9.6-3 0 0 9.6-3 .05 0
o .05
1 1 .465 .036 .06 0 .008 1 1 1 1 1
112.9-621.5-621.5-6012.9-621.5-621.5-69.3-5
*'t>*$
*KSIOX OBN=9X LOIM,TVP=CARO,PMN=KETT
BlCIM' 12 6 8
*$*$
*KSIOX OB~=DXOIF,TYP=CARO,PMN=PROIXY
·OIXY' 00
'KN' 14 2 2 1 30 0 1 0 0 J 20 1 0 0 0
·CN· 6 2*.0)05 3*.7104 1.E+10
• REGN' 0 5 1 3 10 1Z 1 1 3 8 10 2 1 3 5 8
3 1 3 3 5 6 1 3 1 3 7 3 6 10 12 4 3 6 3 10 8 3 6 1 3
BHSTP' 0 5 ') 2 25 .. 3 70.
·VSTP· 0 II 160.. 2125.. 2100.. 360.235.20
'OXNFB 0
*$ *.1;
*GO SM=KINTIC,ML=3
1*
1/
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CASE C
11 ••• JOßCARD ••• ,REGION=440K,TIME=3
I*FORMAT PR,DONAME=FT42fOOl
I I EXEC K 5G
IIK.FT44F001 OD SPACE=(3064,210)
IIK.FT01F001 CO DUMMY
IIK.FT20FOOl OD OSN=A2.IIINNN,UNIT=3330,VOl=SER=TSTlIB,
IIOISP=(NEW,KEEP),SPACE=(TRK,Z)
IIK.FT21FOOl DD DSN=A3.IIINNN,UNIT=3330,VOl=SER=TSTlIB,
IIOISP=(NEW,KEEP),SPACE=(TRK,2)
IIK.FT22FOOl DO DSN=A4.IIINNN,UNIT~3330,VOl=SER=TSTlIB,
11 DISP=(NEW,KEEP),SPACE=(TRK,l)
IIK.fT23FOOl 00 UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=(TRK,lO)
IIK.FT25FOOl DO DSN=TIG30Z.IIINNN,UNIT=3330,VOl=SER=TSTlIB,DISP=SHR
IIK.FT26FOOl 00 DSN=CO.IIINNN,UNIT=3330,VOl=SER:TSTlIB,
11 DISP=(NEW,KEEP),SPACE=(TRK,35)
IIK.SYSIN 00 *
*KSIOX DBN=KINPUT,TYP=CARD,PM=KETT
, STAR T ' I 1 1 2 128 1 6 6 - 1 - 1 20 2 3 0
'PERTUR' 1 1. 11 1 0 1. 1 9 5 2 0 1. 1. 0
'DCN '5 4 1 3 1 0 4 4 1 3 0 4 8 8 2 0 4 9 9 4 0
4 10 12 5 0
'CCNTROl' 0 -10 5.-5 5.-4 .005 .00001 .01 .01 .001.1.1
'POWER' 800.
, CHEC K' 3 1 26
'CONSIS' -1 0 1.
*$;$
*KSIOX DBN=FEEOBC,TYP=CARO,PM=KETT
2 1 0 12. 1. 2 12. 24. 3. 2 2 4 2 2 0
*$'" $
*KSIOX DBN=THEIN,TYP=CARO,PM=KINPRM
•GlOB IN T'
'NCDEt 2 21 12 2 2 6 6
'GEOM' 1 -1 -1 1 1
'CNTI' 0 21 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 2 2 22 0 1 0 0 0
, GlOBREAl'
'CNT2' .5 10. 10. 50. 2. 10. 50. 50. 1.+10 1.+10 o•• 5
'OPER' 9.85+5 1.81+5 0 0 0 377. 750. 300.
'MAPl' 'NAl' '4981' '4981' 'UPUO'
'MATO' .276 8740••34-4 .27+12.13+12 .3 1700. 1300.
'CCOl' 9.7 .286 .498 .498 0 .un -.2 2*10••015-2 .005-2 1.1 1.5 .05
, CHAN' 1
1 21 21*2.55-3 31 21 21*.38-3 61 21 18*4.2455-3 3*4.5999-3
91 21 6*.63155-3 12*.28-2 3*.4342-2
121 21 6*1.35-5 12*.67894-5 3*1.2284-5 15121 21*.7-4
18121 6*.109166 .25 .151833 7*.12 .122998 2*.2009 .083 .217 .225
211 9 .40221 .091239 .106798 .0086788 .097401 .31256 .081903 .225 1.14
231 3 80000. 1.-10 124.8
234 12 .45+15 1.30+15 2.05+15 2.63+15 3~38+15 3.56+15
3.49+15 3.31+15 2.74+15 1.94+15 .80+15 .2C+15
264 14 .05 .085 .135 .1 .05 .02 1••9 .6 8314.3 9100. 441. 3 ••015
301 3 564. 50 •• 2 304 21 21*.969 334 21 21*.C35357
364 21 21*.0053246 394 21 21*.041292 424 2 .8+4 1.+7
432 12 12*.865 462 12 12*.95 495 8 8*.241
516 1 3.3+6 521 9 .01 o. 1. 1. 1. 9.80665 .6 1400. O.
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530 110.600••5.0117 10.-3 .301 .091954 .001 321.9 .3 O.
'c HAN' 2
'EI\O'
*$*$
*KSrOX DBN=DX lOIM,TYP=CARD,PMN=KETT
,lOIM' 16 8 12
*$*$
*KSIOX DB~=DXDIF,TYP=CARD.PMN=PRDIXY
, 0 I XY' 0 0
• KN' 14 2 2 1 30 0 1 0 0 0 20 1 0 0 1
'CI\' 6 2*.0005 3*.7104 1.+10
'REGN' 0
4 1 3 13 16 1 1 3 11 13 2 1 3 1 11 3 1 3 5 7
5 1 3 3 5 10 1 3 1 3 9 3 5 1 9 11 3 5 9 16
8 5 8 5 13 6 5 8 13 16 1 5 8 3 5 12 5 8 1 3
'HSTP' 0 1 0 2 24. 2 32. 3 78.
'VSTP' 0 13182.2 176.6631 2 136.4831 1124.1833 7 40.1833 1 25. 2 0
, 0 XNF' 0
*$*~
*GO SM=KINTIC,ML=3
1*
1/
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CASE 0
11 ••• JOßCARD ••• ,REGION=440K,TIME=3
I*FORMAT PR,OONAME=FT42FOOl
11 EXEC KSG
IIK.FT44FOOl 00 SPACE=(3064,210)
IfK.FTOIFOOl 00 DUMMY
IIK.FT20FOOl 00 OSN=A2.IIINNN,UNIT=3330,VOL=SER=TSTlIB,DISP=(OlD,KEEP)
IIK.FT21FOOl 00 DSN=A3.IIINNN,UNIT=3330,VOl=SER=TSTlIB,DISP=(OLD,KEEP)
IIK.FT22FJOl 00 OSN=A4.IIINNN,UNIT=3330,VOl=SER=TSTlIB,DISP=(OLD,KEEP}
IIK.FT23FOOl 00 UNIT=$YSDA,SPACE=ITRK,lO)
IIK.FT26FOOl 00 DUMMY
IIK.FT27FOOl DDOSN=CO.IIINNN,UNIT=3330,VOl=SER=TSTlIB,DISP=SHR
I/K.SYSI~ 00 *
*KSIOX DBN=KINPUT,TYP=CARD,PM=KINPRM
'CHCKI' 3 27 -1 -1 -1 0 0
'C~ECK' 3 2 26
*$*$
*GO S~=KINTIC,Ml=3
1*
11
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